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I At a party recently I ran across a girl who I 
used to see at a lot of parties over the years. 
I hadn't seen her in a while. We ended up 
reflecting on iDance2001 and talking about 
the history of our scene. We wondered where 
everyone had gone. The thousands of people 
who used to go out ever weekend have dis
appeared, and there are few new people 
coming into the scene. We marveled at the 
'big room' experiences we had: walking into 
a room with thousands of people with hands 
in the air, losing your friends at a party 
because there were so many people... 
Something we have not experience in a long 
time. 

Earlier that day I received a call from a 
major promoter in Montreal and another on 
the West coast. Both had called (coinciden
tally almost at the same time) to pick my 
brain about what was happening With the 
scene. Both these promoters have noticed a 
major slide in attendance at their events 
over the last year. In Montreal and on the 
West coast there is a 60% drop in atten
dance at big parties. The slide continues. 

I think many people involved in the 'indus
try' of raving over the past ten years have 
already moved 'on, or are openly admitting 
that the scene has collapsed. Toast. Over. 

Frankly, I knew this a while ago, but still 
had hopes that the scene would revitalize 
itself after last year's iDANCE. Instead, the 
feeling I got after iDANCE2000 was that 
everyone in the industry was suffering from 

fatigue . Its hard enough to organize. the 
events themselves, the additional burden of 
protesting to the authorities was simply too 
much to handle.The nature of the scene was 
based on a non-conformist mentality in the 
first place: putting aside your 9-5 life to go 
out at night and have fun. Adding a politi
cal dimension to raving, a classic form of 
underground partying , is incongruent and 
incompatible. It was only a matter of time 
before people either became partiers, pro
testers, or just gave up going out all togeth
er. 
There were only 2 people on stage and only 
one was DJing... "Which one is Fatboy 
Slim?" the National Post photographer asked 
me at the front of the stage at the FS. 

I didn't know whether to laugh or cry. 

When mainstream 'alternative' magazines 
like drill and NOW both jumped into the 
scene last year as authorities on raving and 
electronic music, despite neglecting the 
scene while it was thriving for the previous 
9 years, I knew it was truly over. 

This year's iDANCE, was successful in a sense 
that a lot of people showed up to party for 
free at Nathan Phillips Square. The fact that 
corporations and even Nathan Phillips 
Square are willing to sponsor such events is 
admirable, but it will never save our scene. 
It is much too late for that. 

The girl and I Doth agreed that we would 
never see another time like the last big 

party. You know the one: the hands in the
 
air whistle blowing full out mayhem, teeter

ing on the edge of danger. All her friends
 
had moved on, she said, all the people were
 
so much younger now. Do you every see so
 
and so anymore? No. Neither do 1. Toast.
 
Gone.
 

Normally something else pushes up from the
 
underground to create a new scene once the
 
mainstream has domesticated an existing
 
underground scene. So far I don't see any
 
new movement, any new radical vibe that is
 
so exciting people have to break the rules to
 
seek it out. No new punk, no new rock 'n
 
roll. No new alternative, no new wave.
 

The rave scene was a 90's phenomenon in
 
Canada, just like the dot coms. What's next
 
you ask? We will be the first to cover it
 
that's for sure. TRIBE started out covering
 
the 'warehouse party' scene back in the early
 
'90s, and our ears are finely tuned to listen

ing for the thump, thump, thump of beats
 
coming from back alleys and buildings in the
 
early hours of the morning.
 

We will see you there.
 

Alex D.
 

CORRECTION:
 
We forgot to tell you the photo of DJ
 
DoubleD in last month's issue was by Mirek
 
Heikkila.
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Ring, Ring.. .Hello?Mama, are you 
there? It's me Jennstar - you know the 
child that keeps badgering you every 
season. I was just wondering if we could 
have a few more months of warm weath
er- PULEEEEZE!???? ! Can you hear me 
Mother Nature? Pretty Please. I was 
just getting used to the fact that we had 
leaves on the trees, birds and bees in 
the air, boat cruises without being cold, 
patios and hot babes. Please don't make 
us go through another long, bitter and 
cold winter - just give us a few more 
weeks. I beg you! CLICK. .. Hello Mama 
are you there??? That bitch hung up on 
me!!!! The nerve! I guess I got my 
answer and so do you - get ready for the 
cold chill to set in - how pathetic is 
that? Just when you were getting into 
the groove - Wham - here comes FALL. 
WOAN! WOAN.. . Well I guess I can't be 
too upset- after all, it was smashing 
summer weather wise and everyone looks 
nice with tans. There were some fun 
things that have happened and a few 
cruddy things too . But we have to take 
the good with the bad - cause that is 
what life is about. Good and Bad. 
Speaking of that. ..I just received some 
upsetting news today - just before I am 
to leave on a well needed vacation to 
see my best friend Alex. Some of you 
may remember her doing door at all of 
my parties well she's going to have a 
baby and I'm going off to see her and 
hopefully catch the little sucker in my 
arms. That wasn't the upsetting news 
though that's the good news. The sad 
news is that my landlord passed away 
this past weekend . She was truly a 
remarkable woman and I will miss her 
greatly. She always had words of wis
dom for me, along with being lenient 
with my rent money, and always worried 
that I was working too hard. She always 
told me with a smile on her face that 
life was too short and to live it to the 
fullest, spreading love and happiness 
wherever you go - she was like my sec- . 
ond mom and I am very sad to know 
that she will not be here when I get 
back. That sucks the big one. But like I 
said before that is life ... and with Bad 
comes Good, with Life comes Death. 
That is the way of the Lord. I know she 
is now in good hands and I do receive 
some comfort knowing that she is in a 
better place than the pain she was in 
while she was here. Bless her. Well kids 
- there was lots happening and more to 
come - but take heed in my landlords 
words - live life to the fullest. 

IDANCERAPUPINASENTENCE 
OR TWO 
Thanks to hard work and months of 
preparation, iDance 2001 was a success 
for all that took part in the annual cele
bration of Toronto's Electronic music 
community on Sunday September 2nd at 
Nathan Phillips Square. Although this 
year we were not battling the City for 
the right to use city owned property for 
events - we were battling the Police for 
their misuse of Pay Duty Officers and 
their Profiling of Electronic Music Events. 
There also was a call to attention for 
more Harm Reduction studies and iDance 
2001 inspired many who traveled up 
from the USA to start rallies or open . 
communication with their public offices. 
Our voices are being heard by people 
who are in charge - and hopefully this is 
a beginning of working together and not 
against each other in the future. I per
sonally want to thank everyone who vol
unteered their help either as Marshals or 
in the Tribe Booth giving water 
because you made the event happen! 
Without you there would not have been 
the show of strength that was needed 
for our desperately sagging community. 
Shouts out to the wicked .team of 
Amber-Leigh and Alessandra, along with 
all the volunteer Hair and Make-up 
peeps for their brilliant work on the 
fashion show - Urban Collective - a day 
in the garden ...which was a showcase of 
hot Canadian Designers including 
Modrobes, Loungo Relaxo, Boro Brand, 
Lyth Crew, Dubplatespecial, Venekoo, 
Lucious, Snug, Iclothing, Mothership, 
NUMB, Lounge Urban Separates and hats 
by Empress Jenny. 
Note to all iDance haters - see you.on 
the dancefloor! 

COMINGUPANDUPANDUP... 
Electropical Thursdays at Lincoln contin
ue with ... Marc de Breyne (Swank, Play 
Records, Organachrome), and special 
guests . NO COVER 10-3 .. . "electropical" 
- LP (Fusion3/Play Records) available at 
HMV (nation-wide) , and all good local 
record shops . Keep your eyes peeled for 
forthcoming 12" EP on Play Records, 
featuring previously unreleased material 

and a remix of "torturous solitude," by 
the Legion Of Green Men 
Sept. 14th - artist group present num
bernine with dj's felix and gani @ kool
haus it's the artist groups 9th year and 
this party is not to be missed. It's right 
in the middle of the Toronto internation
al film festival so maybe a star or two 
will drop by. Sept. 15th - boogie box 
w/analoq and guests Felix and gain @ 

the mocking bird I think cover is only 
$8.. .its going to be a blast. Watch out 
mocking bird...Sept. 21st. - milk. 4 year 
anniversary $10 advance. 12 Brent street 
(oxy blue) . Yes, yes, yes 4+ years and 
counting folks... Room 1 - Felix and gain 
as well as abacus (guidance) Room 2 
Chris Harper (the man with the dub) as 
well as the modclub dj's that's right 60's 

funka and northern soul. Room 3 
vital productions coming at you in a 
dab, breaks .and 2-step style. Room 4 
boogie box with the analog crew. don't 
miss it cause its going to be fun . 
Don't forget to tune in to MARK GRI
MACE - BIG AND HARD on your global 
sound system www.lgroove.comIn the 
upcoming weeks expect mixes from: 
MARK E.G. - The U.K:s Tekno Madman, 
MADAM ZU - The Lady is simply amaz
ing!!! CHRIS C - Mohawk,Aztec, as far as 
Hard House goes this guy is Class!! 
Punisher - Detroit's Techno mistress 
drops serious tunes!!! Dave Fade - any 
one remember DJ FADE! Paladin - the 
freak returns. 
Case you haven't heard , ~ames St. Bass 
is hosting the live stream on. 19roove 
sun through Thurs from 6-8pm, so even 
though the original hardrive was put to 
rest in 1999, he's BACK on the radio 
(net) and loving having my saint bass
ness back in effect. 
The Stickmen are almost at their 100th 
release -expect it in March 2002. They 
also have some new releases coming out 
by Hollis Monroe, the Obscene 
Underground series ...you remember Tits, 
Ass, Cock.. .the new one is mixed by the 
Stickers themselves and their Housey 
ways and is entitled appropriately 
BALLS. The Stickmen are also releasing 
the next TRIBE CD mixed by Toronto's 
best House DJ of the moment - MYKA. 
Tim Patrick and Paranoid Jack have 
remixes out on Aquarius for TOOF (LA). 
Speaking of Paranoid Jack - VideoFact 
has come through finally and you can 
now get set to see a music video for his 
track 'U' - I'll keep you posted on the 
release date. 
Thursday September the 13th marks the 
All World 2nd Anniversary - expect a 
wicked party with Mark Farina, Gryphon 
& Hodges, Myka and Tee Loo's 
Kitchen...SPA LOUNGE 150 Pearl Street. 
- Get there early cause if you remember 
last year - it was packed!!!!!! 
3rd Annual Harvest Festival on 
September 22nd & 23rd - the annual 
non profit event around the campfire 
should be good for a getaway out of the 
city ....more info at http://www.harvest
festival.org 

Poundhouse at NASA's Ground Control 
party this Friday, September 28. Yes, we 
are back at it again. For our monthly 
installment of Ground Control, the suc
cessful series of parties we brought you 
last year. No Cover. NASA DancePub 
609 Queen West. Get ready for the 
Poundhouse 2nd Anniversary coming 
soon .... 
Starting September 14th - catch Stretch 
& Hooker at their new home at Element 
for 'Communicate' ... September 28th fea
tures DonaldGlaude, Myka & Tim Patrick 
alongside those crazy Dose Brothers ...no 
cover before llpm. $5bucks before mid
night, $10After. 553 Queen Street West. 
Eddy K, The Petta and Fierce are starting 
a new Friday also at IT nightclub. 
Funktion starts September 28th ... more 
details to follow or email EddyKwak"hot
mail.com for guestlist. 

..GOSSIPGOSSIPGOS
SIPFROMIBIZAAN DBEYON D 
Czech says that Myka Fights like a 
girl...but you'll have to ask Eddy K 
about that. Selecta almost came home 
without his throat, since the doctors 
seem to splice and dice over 
there ... Room SKETCH 112. .. nearly got 
barred from the Hotel Del whatever on 
their first night and received complaints 
every night that they were there...how 
typical.. .Big League Chu is going to be 
famous check out his track 
'Fever' Jennstar had a Sex on the beach 
with D-Monic after the Last Sail of 
Summer. ..Woo Hoo!, However D:Monic 
sits on the fence now. Sassa'le rocked 
the Last Sail of summer - catch him at 
Nasa every Sunday and you'll see 

. why.. .Derrick Fox the alien popped into 
town form outerspace over the labor Day 
weekend ...Tony Snug is a HOTTIE...Get 
your 'Sweetleaf' grinders from Billy X 
now before they sell out for Xmas!!!! 

That's about it but before I go... Shouts 
out to all my Virgo buddies - Robbie 
Lisi, Craig Pettigrew, Jason Broken Wood, 
Eman and all of those I forgot...I'll catch 
you all when I get back. Stud of the 
month goes out to Caddy Cad...my new 
favorite MC amd the Star of the month is 
Alex!!!!! When are you going to pop 
that zit on your belly????? 

See you on the Dancefloor 

Jennstar 

o.
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2am's LUSH launch 
cosmic posted September 09, 2001 
02:52 
Well waiting at the airport with Derek 
for 4 hours yesterday made me realize 
that you can't get any information out 
of anyone there. 
I asked anyone in a uniform ...and even 
if they had access to information they 
wouldn't have been able to give it out. 
(Passenger confidentiality). It was a real 
disappointment, with Weaver not ,show
ing, but what meant a lot was the fact 
that there were people partying and 
dancing riqht till the end of the night. 
I hope to see those people .back again to 
support the 2am crew who did the best 
with what they had , and I think their 
best was pretty damn good. 
=) 
Keep on truckin guys. 

DJALchemy posted September 09, 2001 
04:15 PM 
Well, well, well... Ironically I didn't 
arrive at my own party until 2am. As 
you've read, amber and I waited anxious
ly at the airport for Barry to arrive. We 
watched as four flights exited through 
customs and we were finally forced to 
give up. No phone call was received with 
an explanation, and there was no indica
tion from Barry's side that he had 
missed his plane, got held up at cus
toms, or whatever the story is. We're still 
unsure of what happened exactly, but 
we'll keep you posted, as our investiga
tion will begin on Monday. 
I was going to make an announcement 
in the middle of the dukes set about ' 
Barry not showing, but it seemed that 
by the time I actually got back to the 
club the word had gotten out. This is a 
terrible thing to happen opening night 
and 2am extends it sincerest apologies 
to all who came out specifically to see 
Mr. Weaver. 
On a positive note, the party was very 
well received and everyone was enjoying 
themselves. The Dukes rocked it out! 
Rich's set was also well received and 
musically the night regained its dignity. 
The overall vibe was very genuine and 
we're glad people enjoy our off the wall 
party style. It was also nice to see peo
ple enjoying the 2 lounge areas. I don't 
think I've ever seen people just chillin' 
in the basement. 
We're sure that Matt C will tear the roof 
off the place next week and we hope to 
see all the smiling faces aqain, 

Thank you for your support. 
Peace &love. D 

Richie Hawtin at Tonic 
mystique0217 posted September 06, 
2001 02:06 PM -
Werd. I truly had a great time there. 
Despite of the line up outside which 
made me wait for just about 50 minutes 
or so, I did get in around 12:25amish, 
just around the time when Richie came 
on the deck.. 
His set was consist of many kind of 
techno ... When I was listening to the 
set, I could not really come to have clear 
definition of it , but there definitely was 
some minimal (of course right? ;) and 
Detroit stuff.. . A lot of evil presenting 
tracks, some of them were tribal: which 
made me transform into a devil bitch 
which I pretty much enjoy, a lot danc
ing , and I felt as though I was an evil 
TRIBEer for a moment , and then trans
formed into an nasty puking alien-like 
creature. It sounds disgusting, but that 
is how I felt. A little bit of dub stuff 
(rather .tech-house root), a bit clubbier 
tech-house stuff which I did not expect 
to hear, but it created *mature* atmos
phere. I believe he did that for the 
crowd, and I am not disliking it. 
There was not much of *HARD* *HARD* 
stuff, but within the genre of techno he, 
chose to spin , he really did it hard and I 
liked it. 
His mixing was stable in the beginning, 
making the crowd going, and it definite
ly built up a good beginning phase. His 
mixing overall was not disappointing. In 
the last 40 minutes or so, he dropped 
some of the tracks that are familiar to 
me. 
Overall, the energy level of the set 
steadily increased in the beginning and 
then stayed there for a long time. Then 
had the peak with his evil sounding 
Detroit and minimal flavor, then sort of 
wrapped out with rather ambient like 
minimal stuff. I can say it was a good 
and fun enjoyable set. No one is perfect, 
so I do not let those moments of stop 
dancing to destroy the whole thing. 
I thank Richie for coming down to spin 
for us, and it was a very g'ood thing. 

Andy C at Turbo 
Tella posted September 03, 2001 12:48 
PM 
VIBES! VIBES! VIBES! I haven't encoun
tered a vibe like that in years ...literally! 
Walked in at about midnight to have 
mystical and sniper working back to 
back and those two were tearing it up! 
Everyone, and I mean everyone in the 

place was moving, I didn't see one per 
son standing still. At one point through
out their set I turned to Lexus boy and 
said even if Andy C wasn't here tonite, 
this would still be an amazing night. I 
seriously didn't know what I was in for. 
Andy C came on at about 1 I assume and 
he fucking tore the place down, for real. 
I had forgotten about how 'much of a 
tease he was, enticing the crowd with 
maybe 32 bars of a big tune (*cough* 
alien girl) only to leave you wanting 
more. his mixing was on point (as 
usual) , his track selection and program
ming were fucking brilliant (a nice bal 
ance between dubs and tunes that have 
been released) and his enthusiasm and 
energy was contagious. No matter, how 
hot it got in there, I couldn't stop danc
ing , even if I wanted to. I've said it 
before, and I'll say it again , it's no won
der they call him the president that was 
probably one of the best sets I've heard 
in years! 

ecstasy riot posted September 03, 2001 
09:33 PM 
What a truly amazing night. A celebra
tion was had, but what happened to all 
the Vitamin D fans in Toronto? 
All I know is. something came over me 
and I stayed downstairs for most of the 
night. 
Stretch and Hooker (one of them) played 
a really amazing house set that left me 
bouncing around downstairs'. Then it was 
VITAMIN D !!!!!!!!! 
I last saw him at Love Triangle, and this 
time he was just so much fun . It was so 
funky and bouncy house: I loved it ! It 
was so amazing . I kept running back and 
forth between this and another amazing 
set by Andy C. But I had already seen 
him, and heard a lot of the tracks he 
dropped and so a chance to see Vitamin 
D definitely took priority. 
And although a little disappointed at 
the amount of people downstairs it was 
ice and breezy than the stuffy insta
headache upstairs. 
meghin 

Summer's End 
-Loress- posted September 03, 2001 
08:35 PM 
Overall I had a better time last year. I 
basically just stayed in the Kool Haus 
and Orange Room, occasionally making 
trips up to the Skybar patio (GMoney 
played Tracey in My Room by 
EBTG..Mmmm). For me it was all about 
Sneak, Kenny Glasgow and DAVE 
CLARKE! Paul Walker, JEW and Dekoze 
were amazing as usual. Guv was waaaay 

too packed/hot and full of scary people.
 
I dunno how people waited in that line,
 
thankgod we saw Pat and snuck in with
 
him!
 
-Goldielocks
 

MC Bias posted September 04, 2001 
12:44 AM 
I came, I saw, and I left a VERY happy 
man .. .I went for one reason; Timo Maas, 
and he did not disappoint. Even the #1 
naysayer himself, Highsteppa, was tak
ing in Timo's set with glee. I don't even 
know all of the tracks he played , but 
that doesn't matter, it was awesome, one 
of my favorite sets of the year by 
far... Oh, and about 45 mins. Before he 
started, I was walking into the Guv 
through the Orange Room, and but who 
do I see is walking around with a cam
corder, Timo himself! Highsteppa and I 
got some camera time, and even during 
Timo's set he acknowledged the fact that 
I was rockin' out hard! It was a good 
night indeed.. . 

[Zirca] posted September 04, 2001 ' 
09:01 AM 
Well, I'd have to say that Summer's End 
was one of the best parties I've been to 
in my life. The music was phenomenal, 
which is saying a lot from a junglist, all 
my good friends were present, and the 
VIBE!!!! I thought Toronto had lost the 
good ol' party vibe, but I guess I was 
wrong. Everyone was extremely friendly, 
just dancing their asses off enjoying the 
music; no thugs, no attitude.. .it was 
GREAT! 
I spent most of the night ~n the Orange 
Room, which blew my mind. I was danc
ing around with anyone and 
everyone ... so many cool people. The 
night didn't really get started, IMO, until 
Jelo hit the decks. From then onin it 
was pure madness . The entire crowd was 
into it. Dekoze ripped the room apart. I 
don't know where he gets his energy 
from, but the booth could barely contain 
him (did that make sense?). Great track 
selection; great mixing, great energy, 
nuff said. 
Finally, I finished off the night to the 
mad techno beats of Dave Clarke. This 
was my first time hearing him (excluding 
earlier in the night at iDance) and after 
his set I have a new appreciation for 
Techno. He had the whole room dancing 
their asses off right till his last track at 
7:30am (give or take), and people still 
wanted more. 
All in all, if you couldn't tell from the 
above, I had a great night and everyone 
I saw and met there did as well 
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else.. D.A.V.E. the Drummer, Satori, SOS, 
AT AT & Subsonic.. Fuck Czech tore it up 
for 1 1/2 hours. Wicked Sound and good 
Lighting. I missed the Hardcore, happy 

- hardcore and Nu NRG tho. And I was so 
looking forward to Domink. Gotta love 
the patio. Christmas Liqhts were perfect 
(thanx Dr. Trance). 
I'm pooped .. 

Last Sail of the
Summer 

I 

Stormshadow posted September 04, 
2001 11:50 PM 
'Absolutely amazing! Sweet times, great 
crowd, and refreshing lake breeze ... what 
more could you ask for? I didn't even 
care that Zinc wasn't there, our locals 
more than made up for it. Sniper started 
off the cruise with -the best set of the 
night in my opinion. He showed his 
diversity by playing a laidback, soulful 
set. Nice. 
Slip and Slide's set was too dark for that 
early in the night. Didn't do much for 
me. 
Lush's set was great. Perfect mix of 
tunes that got the crowd movin'. The 
man never plays a bad set. Mystical and 
Marcus B2B is always a treat. Another 
great set. 
Highlight of the night had to be when 
we moved into rougher water at the 
peak of the party. The whole boat was 
getting tossed back and -forth ... and 
everyone went nuts on the dance floor! ! 
It was so much fun trying to dance 
when the floor's moving beneath your 
feet . 

.Still Dancing ' 
Twitch posted September 03, 2001 
09:21 PM 
The whole day was exhausting. I was 
way to tired to fully enjoy idance and 
the after party as I did last year. 
It was a definite good party for Music.. 
Fucking awesome sets all night. My
favorite being Marcus'. Then everyone 

The cruise was such a relaxing experi
ence. Gave me time to chill, sip on a 
drink , socialize, and reflect. What a per
fect way to end to the summer. 

Hullabaloo 
silver1 posted September 03, 2001 
11:12 AM 
Well I had a great time at this party. As 
I get older, I find it harder and harder to 
make it to the end of a party these days. 
But at Hulla, I was there almost to the 
very end . 
The venue was the Opera House which to 
me has always been a nice little venue 

for many years here in Toronto. Now
 
onto the sets . Straying from the norm,
 
Hullabaloo decided to have almost all
 
the sets be versus sets giving us a large
 
amount of talent to take in.
 
First up was Tyco vs. Psyclone. The got
 
the party going well with a good set of
 
new and old happy hardcore. It got the
 
early comers moving and set the mood
 
for the rest of the evening. Tight mixing
 
from this duo.
 
Next up was a Trancecore/Freeform set
 
from DJs Hujib and Ruffage. As usual,
 
these two didn 't disappoint. They played
 
some great frantic tunes for the crowd to
 
gobble up.
 
Frisky and 'Frusky' (D-Minus' alter ego)
 
were up next for a new school happycore
 
battle. The crowd was really into this set
 
(no sup rises here). It was good to see
 
the crowd really into the newer offerings
 
on the Happy Hardcore front.
 
Spice vs. AT-AT came out next and
 
played a great full-on trance set. Great
 
crowd response ;
 
Then it was a reunion of sorts. Anabolic
 
Frolic joined up with a "retired" E-By

Gum for the first time at a Hulla event
 
in close to a year. To say that the crowd
 
exploded would be an understatement. I
 
have never seen such a devoted follow

ing in the entire electronic dance seen.
 
Period. There were kids there who drove
 
10+ hours from the states just to see
 
this man. The literal mobbing that took
 
place for photos after his set has become
 
the norm with his performances. His set
 
was tight with a good mix of newer
 
tracks and familiar anthems.
 
Next up was D-Minus vs. 'D-Plus' (Frisky's
 
alter ego). They had a 'cheese-core' bat

tle of biblical proportions. The crowd
 
went nuts for some of the cheesiest
 
tracks that the happy hardcore genre
 
had to offer.
 
Subsonic Chronic and Number-Nine were
 
up next. An ultra tight set from this duo
 
(no sup rises there) of some bangin' UK
 
Hard House.
 
Yours truly and DJ Swiss were up next.. .
 
Swiss played a nice solid set.
 
Finishing off the evening were Elixir and
 
Le Freak. Great trance set to finish the
 
night off with a bang. Over all. a great
 
party. A perfect way to start the I-Dance
 
weekend.
 

L~$t Lifeforc;e
Friday at Turbo 

Finch posted September 01, 2001 
05:04 AM 
Well that's it kids - the Friday night that 
we've all come to rely on has come to an 
end. 

The night was great. Perhaps not what I 
expected it to be, but it was great 
nonetheless. 
Tim Patrick played a banging set that 
could only have been fueled by the 
stress he must have endured during the 
Eastern Bloc record sale today - he was 
unusually hard, but just as satisfying as 
usual. ,I particularly liked hearing him 
play "Sexy Dancer" - a track he used to 
play back when Turbo first opened. 
Czech rolled it all out. I'm not exactly 
an expert on breaks, so I won't get into 
too much detail - but he sure as hell 
made me dance my ass off. 
S&H played just like I wanted them too. 
A set filled with all the classic tunes 
they've been known to pump at the wee 
hours of the morning - keeping the last 
of the crowd going hard. I haven 't 
stayed long enough to catch their set in 
a long time, and I sure as hell missed 
them. Nice one Steve and Wayne. 
But the thing that made the nite the 
best was seeing absolutely everyone that 
made Lifeforce Fridays a continually 
enjoyable experience for me - especially 
when I was working there and had to 
stay until close. 
Big shouts out to everyone that came 
out - Futronic, Joanna, PinkAngel, 
JaylsBoard, Joey, P-Air, Lurch and every
one else that I missed or can't remember 
their online identity, Except JanICE. I'm 
not supposed to give her shouts out 
after she stiffed me on her LaFleche 
post. *grins* 
So, it's with a heavy heart and a figura
tive but heartfelt tear in my eye that I 
bid Lifeforce Fridays at Turbo goodbye. 
Thanks for the good times . 
Finch. 

Libradragon posted September 01, 
2001 10:18 AM 
Ahh Turbo.. .... the space that once made 
me cringe (when it was Denile and Jet) 
turned out to be one special place, how
ever brief it may have been. 
Many memorable moments : Tribe 7 
year/Astroboy's 24th bday/porcelain 
worshipping court~sy of 
jagermeister.... Carl Cox... Laurent Garnier 
live.. .Donald Glaude.... 
Friendships culminated in the dark 
recesses of the club. Love it or hate it 
you'll definitely remember it with a 
smile. 
Thanks to the Lifeforce crew for sticking 
it out this long. Suke will miss the left 
speaker action with the *skins*. Chrome 
will miss the couches. _See you on the 
outside. 

Soul Of Man 
at Phunkfest 

Big League Chu posted September 03, 
2001 04 :22 PM 
Soul of Man dropped down one phat 
wicked set last night. The creator of 
Fingerlickin' records dropped down some 
new gems on the crowd and mixed it up 
with some wicked funky house. His pro
gramming was on point and he even 
dropped some exclusive dubplates (that 
prince track was sick) . Soul of Man had 
serious soul with him last night and the 
crowd ate ever ounce of it up. I was 
quite tired after spending 10 hours at 
Idance (most of it trying to .keep up 
with Czech's drinking)so I was wonder
ing if I was going to be awake enough to 
play from 4-5am. But, Soul of Man woke 
me up with his fresh beats and unique 
style. 
There appeared to be an extra special 
vibe in the place last night, Phunkfest 
III was beyond my expectations. 

OJ Madhatter posted September 04, 
2001 06 :58 PM 
to be honest, I was a little worried that 
attendance wouldn't be so hot at this 
party because everyone I talked to at 
iDance had plans to go to Summer's End. 
When I got to system at 11:30 or so; the 
number of people there pleasantly sur
prised me. It was packed by midnight! 
It's great to see that more people in 
Toronto are finally getting into breaks. 
And it 's not hard to see why. Soul of 
Man-was incredible, but I expected noth
ing less from the owners of my favourite 
record label of all time, Finger Lickin. 
Good music, good people, good times. 
That's what the breaks scene's all about. 
As Flipside so elloquently put it , "Who's 
better than Toronto? ... Nobody!" 

TaLL Paul at Tonic 
*tranner* posted August 30, 2001 
09:58 PM 
Tall Paul owned. Even though it was a 
bit commercial. that Get Your Muzikizum 
On bootleg rocked! He had a good range 
of styles going, and he kept it strong 
the whole way through. Wish he could 
have been thl!re for longer, but at least 
his set was all peak stuff. Evil P after
wards was ok, not what I'm used to 

-hearing from him,	 but lots of good 
tracks I haven't heard in a while which 
was nice. 

Speci~l K posted August 31, 2001 
11:42 AM 
Tall Paul was PANTS!!! Oh god what a 
crappy set. Played a few good tracks like 
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the new Brancaccio and Aisher, Vaiio but 
thats about all that was good from the 
night...God what an OVERRATED DJ!!! I 
TRIED to get into his set many times but 
I just COULD NOT DO THAT! NO FLOW 
WHATSOEVER! Jumping from a deep 
prog. house track to a trance song in a 
span of a few minutes! HORRIBLE PRO
GRAMMING! NO DIRECTION! Just played a 
bunch of half-decent tunes. Thats about 
all I can say! I thought he SUCKED!!! I 
wish Evil P was allowed to stay on for 
the whole night! Ah well, Hawtin, 
EmersonjYOUSEF, Graham and Carl Cox 
are coming up soon at Tonic so all is not 
lost ... " 

PHryL Full Circle 
OJ Doublecross posted September 02, 
2001 02:57 PM ' 
This party was more fun than I've had in 
a really long time. 
We were totally "raving" again, which 
was just hilarious . I was laughing the 
whole night, but it was perfect because 
everyone there was in their 20's (or 
30's!) and were just having fun reminisc
ing of older days. No preconceptions of 
how "cool" a raver should be, or how 
mature the music has to be, or how 
technically good the dj has to be. People 
just dusted off their old raving shoes 
from deep in the closet and came out for 
one last night of stupid fun. 
The music was too much fun all night. 
The most memorable moments were 
probably when John E (was it him?) 
dropped "Age of Love," or when Chris 
Sheppard played Acen's "Trip to the 
Moon, part 2," mixed into "I Need Your 
Love." Classic! I never thought I would 
have been excited to see Chris Sheppard 
spin, but he was just perfect for the 
moment: Plus, he kept screwing up a few 
mixes, which meant he was actually try
ing to do it himself for once! Way to go 
Chris. 

When Terry Kelly played his last track at tem to boot. Only thing that was unex
6am and said goodbye to everyone, it pected was Chris Sheppard . His track 
really seemed like something big had selection blew me away. Hard to believe 
just ended. Toronto will never again see thats the same guy making all those 

Ahh Turbo the space 
that once made me cringe 
turned out to be one spe
cial place... Friendships 
culminated in the dark 
recesses of "the club. Love 
it or hate it - you'll defi
nitely e emb r it with a 
smile. 
a dj lineup like that. Everyone went cheesy Pirate Session Compilations. 
home to get back to their normal lives, Anyone that knows me, knows how 
but I'm still smiling because we went much I love the older music so last night 
"raving" one last time. was heaven for me. Too many song to 
Rob name, but I cant remember the last time 

I hear 'Nervous Breakdown' at a 
dj bombtrack posted September 02, party...or the original 'Gamemaster, I 
2001 08:35 PM even heard TK drop on old old old house 
This party was everything I expected it version of 'Not Over Yet'. 'Cowgirl' and 
to be. Perfect oldschool crowd, wickid that wickid track with the Pink Floyd 
oldschool beats and a killer sound sys- sample. 

Did anyone else grab the old Atlantis 
flyers? 
Hats off to Don Berns for organizing this 
event, I wish there were more of them . 
Ryan 

iDance 2001 
joey September 03, 2001 12:37 AM ' 
What a long day!!
 
All in all I think it ran pretty smoothly,
 
and it seemed as though most people
 
enjoyed themselves.
 
I was a little disappointed in the music,
 
I thought that since the DJs only played
 
half hour sets and it was a BIG event
 
they would of layed down some bigger
 
t racks, but it was still fun .
 
The highlight for me is at the end of the
 
night when they asked for people to "
 
help out with the garbage. Pretty much
 
everyone had handfulls of garbage it the
 
whole place was cleaned up fast.
 

KiX posted September 03, 
2001 10:56 
How are you surprised?? The number of 
people who rave solely for purposes 
other than to have a fun place to do 
their drugs is actually quite low. When 
you've got THOUSANDS of people in one 
place, you're gunna end up with a LOT of 
people who see this is as nothing but a 
free party, thus more money to spend on 
drugs. 
The fact that this iDance wasn't really in 
protest of anything , nothing SPECIFIC 
anyways, only meant that the anti-drug 
theme would have been addressed less. 
Sad, but true. Face it, it' s impossible to 
throw a party of those proportions 
claiming raving and partying is an 
entirely innocent act . And the sad way 
that it works is that a few people ruin 
it. Will the media focus on the thou
sands of sober people having an incredi
ble time dancing and partying? No. The 
few that od'd will ruin it all. 

mudshark streetwear and baseline rds 
www.mudsharkstreetwear.com www.baselinestudios.com FDC0416 

31 Wyndham St North Downtown Guelph Q TARIQ 

fiction clothing and records, 
dubble clothing, snug, geek boutique, 
kitchen orange, supirium, tphs, s'tush, 

luscious, jy, house of spy, united, 
venekeo, federal sound,lithium, brawd, 

OK'47, kickwear, and more... 

repairs 

OJ GEAR 
and more! 3-5 

VINYL 
sh ipments weekly 
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drave posted September 05, 2001 
09:19 AM 
Yeah the vibe was different. Think of it 

,: this way: Last year's event was on a 
Wednesday after work and this one was 
on a long weekend. 
Last year's was a complete surprise in 
terms of how many people showed up. 
How many people were surprised by any
thing this year? Literally I seem to 
remember the people walking around 
last year with their mouths open, just 
buzzing and vibing on how many people 
were there and thinking 'holy shit, 
we/they did it!" Where. were this year's 
surprises. Pretty much only that really 
cool disco ball. Brilliant idea of the year. 
With this idance, there were the book
lets telling you where to go for days 

I'I before and after. And the booklets didn't 
seem really grassroots or anything; they 
seemed pretty slick in an underground 
way. It felt that this idance rally was 
only just a sort of touchstone for the 
long weekend of partying. And promot
ers were the ones driving it. It felt like 
the musicians were not really there for 
any cause, it just seemed that the pro
moters had arranged it as a promo gig 

.for the DJs to play on their way to a 
club. 
So in fact the difference wasn't in 
whether there was corporate sponsorship 
or not (it felt way less corporate than 
the Detroit festival), the difference was 
in how our scene treated it. It treated it 
like a marketing opportunity and not 
like anything political. The moment I 
received that little idance advertising 
booklet with a couple of cookie-cutter 
editorial, a couple of reprinted articles 
from the papers and the list of all the 
parties in it things felt a little different. 
It just seemed lacking in soul and vitali
ty. It was like a dull company marketing 
piece with a stock mission statement 
and a bunch of photos. It is our little 
grassroots scene that is behaving more 
and more like the institutions that it 
used to ~e suspicious of . 
It felt that there were only a few thou- ' 
sand people during the day, but as we 
got closer to party-time, more and more 
people showed up to get a bit of a buzz 
on their way elsewhere . So the theme of 
this year's idance was 'hey, come down 
and get messed up outside at city haU 
before.going off to one of the dozen or 
more idance-supported parties. 
But there were some awesome people 
there with great big hearts who just 
want to help things be better and more 

positive and want to show people that 
. this is just a lot of fun. Hats off to 
them. 
By the way: Marshals could have kept 
messed up people away from micro
phones. Media hounds go out looking for 
the most fucked-up person there and see 
what they will say to represent the 
scene. I saw some guy with more pupils 
than common sense blabbing something 
into a reporter's mike, who knows what 
he was saying . 

low Marshals (one "L" - no that's not a 
spelling error) made the whole thing 
reaUy cool. 3 cheers for team 2; Dan, 
Matt , and the ever-cool Svet. Biggups to 
the whole volunteer water crew, 
Marshals, and to the surprisingly cool 
Security team, Alex D, Will Chang + 
orqanisers. And to the Police, who, 
apparently, let us pull this thing off 
without any thuggery, and on our own. 
Grassroots works!! 
Rob 

Whe Terry Kelly played his 
last track t 6am.and said 
goodbye to everyone, it 
rea lly seemed like some
thing big ad just ende • 

Toronto will never again 
see a DJ lineup like that. 
Echootje posted September 03, 2001 
12:36 PM 
Marshals inna house biggup! 
Volunteering was fun, and frustrating aU 
at once. Our job was to keep the peace 
by making sure that people stayed 
hydrated, informed ("You and the Police" 
flyers), and out of trouble, or, at least, 
out of sight. 
Unfortunately the disrespect I got 
because I suggested that "Please smoke 
that elsewhere, there's lots of media 
here, and plenty of undercover police." 
was really frustrating and made me 
angry at times. 
There were a few gratifying moments, 
when I was asked to direct people to the 
Food Bank Donation Centre by people 
who obviously 'got it'. Or when a the end 
of the night two girls from Pittsburgh 
told me how they enjoyed the show and 
the cause immensely and they seemed 
serious when they said they'd like to 
recreate iDANCE for thier city under 
seige by the anti-party interests. 
AU in aU I had a great time, the music 
was part of it but it was totally the fel-

Loopdokter posted September 03, 2001 
08:41 PM 
That's bullshitl Having been 'around' a 
bit ; I can honestly say the scene was 
created by a bunch of people who want 
ed to go out all night and dance to elec
tronic music; NOT go out all night and 
do drugs. 
That sad truth is that this has been 
blurred somewhat over the years . There 
are more kids who go to parties for the 
drugs and. the 'coolness ' of it all. 
However, I still truly believe they're in 
the minority. The scene has grown so 
exponentially that it's IMPOSSIBLE not 
to get a few bad apples out of every bas
ket. What we need to do is refocus the 
media attention to the good instead of 
the bad aspects. 
iDance was/is about prote sting the reac
tionary tactics used by our politicians 
and their respective governments. Maybe 
they should have made that more clear 
this year than just turning it into anoth
er party for kids to go to and miss the 
point. 
Promoters have to basically pay extor

tionate prices for police to cover their 
events . The Toronto police said they 
adopted the Toronto Dance Safe 
Committee's criteria, but they warped it 
to their own liking. They effectively out
lawed parties in the GTA by making the 
price of having police officers on the 
premises and the number of them 
required so high, that it's pointless to 
throw parties because it doesn't make 
any financial sense to even bother. The 
nice catch is if you try to throw a party 
without paid TO officers present, they'll 
show up and bust your ass. 
There was a reason for this year's iDance, . 
but I feel as though that message wasn't 
conveyed very well. 
What people failed to realize is that the 
rave scene has been effectively killed in 
Toronto. How many raves have you seen 
in the last year held in the GTA? I can 
probably count them on my hands. The 
fact is, the bureaucracy is winning and 
'we're' losing. 
Remember that for the next iDance so 
the message doesn't get polluted. 
Cheers, 
Jay K. 

(ream in Montreal 
Tearer posted September 03, 2001 
09:01 PM 
Oh. My. God. What a night - surely one 
I'll never forget . It was the first huge 
514 production I'd been to, and I'd only 
heard horror stories. 'Last night, I 
attended the most well-organized party 
I've been privy to . 
The vibe, venue, DJs, sound. Everything 
was just right. We danced in a HUGE 
closed tennis centre at Pare Jarry - very 
new, and the spongy tennis courts were 
great to dance on. 
514 set the place up so well, you'd never ' 
know you weren't in a massive super
club, save for the fact that the ventila
tion was poor, and it was fucking hot . 
Everybody was soaked - and it was very 
rare to see a guy among the 7000 who 
wasn't topless. 
The venue had ample washrooms, a huge 
massage area, (but $20 to have one 
done), bleacher type seats that let peo
ple see all the action from high, infor
mation booth, giving out all kinds of 
information on drugs, free condoms and 
free lollipops . It was also nice to be able 
to go out in the sun, and dry off, chill 
out, in the morning once it got warm. 
The people in attendance were breath
takingly beautiful, as per the norm in 
Montreal. I had to squint if I wanted to 
see someone who couldn't be a model. 
My legs are jello, my clothes are soaked 





hotlines
 
Aphex••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1-888-771-6837 
http://www.aphex.ca 
ATM 416-410-9062 
http://www.atmproductions.com 
Big Bud 416-760-3270 
Destiny 416-631-8821 
http://destiny.nkaos.com 
Dose .416-760-3275 
Email 416-208-0745 
Empire Productions 416-410-5812 
Guvernment 416-869-0045 
Innercity Kitchener 519-896-4444 
iNTER:COERCE 416-208-3035 
Kickit .416-760-3355 
Lifeforce .416-760-3322 
Liquid Adrenaline 416-760-3166 
www.liqiJidadrenaline.ca • 
Nation ~ 416-760-3131 
Renegades .416-760-3305 
Serenity 416-680-4960 
w_.serenityindustries.com 
Syrous _ _ •.416-760-3133 
System Soundbar.._ 416-408-3996 
www.systemsoundbar.com 
THR _ .._ _ ..- _416-202-6437 
Toronto Tra nc~ Corps 416-760-3185 
Turbo 416-760-3119 
www.turbonightclub.com 

AD DEADLINE FOR
 
HALLOWEEN
 

TRIBE IS SEPT 30
 
STREETDATE IS
 

OCTOBER 18
 

in sweat, and I just had one of the best 
nights of 2001. 
- Josh 

Summer Love BC 
Ninja posted August 31, 2001 05:35 
PM 
Summerlove is the biggest party of the 
year in BC and it proved to be worth
while. I had just moved to BC for univer
sity and this was my first BC party. I 
went to this party alone since my fami
lies of party friends are still all in 
Ontario. 
The line up for this party was amazing 
and everyone showed up which looks 
verY good on the promoter, G house pro
ductions. 
The line was John Kelly, James Lumb of 
electric sky church , Kimball Collins, Jon 
Bishop, Mark Sinclair and locals for the 
Hard house/Trance stage. The hip hop 
stage had Craze, A track (who spun 2 
sets) Z trip, Vinroc, Kemo, + a few locals, 
also live performances by Royce da 5'9", 
Swollen members and Checkmate w/ 
Concise. 
The house set line up was David 
Hollands, Nigel Haynes, Mark Lewis, 
Alexey Ageyev plus a few locals. Finally 
the best stage of the night, The Breaks/ 
Jungle stage had DJ ICEY!, AK1200, 
Bexta, DJ X (from Florida) not Willar, 
Lace plus locals. 
I arrived after finding a sketchy l-way 
ride from Vancouver at 5 pm and was in 
by 6 the line up, and security was very 
efficient and friendly. 
To most Toronto and Ontario partygoers 
this would just be a normal weekend 
party like any Lifeforce or Destiny party. 
But out here in BC people were tenting 
out and had full tent cities going which 
was a very different experience. Also 
going alone I was in a situation where I 
was looking to meet a lot of new people, 
that I did, there was a crew of people 
form Edmonton that were just amazing 
people to party w/Steve Sarah and oth
ers you guys rock! Everyone at this 
party was very mellow and down to 
earth and it made for an amazing vibe 
the entire night. 
On to the music. .. The set of the night 
had to go to DJ ICEY!!!! This guy had 
everybody dancing and just enjoying his 
talent, he put together an amazing mix 
of all styles of breaks and made for an 
amazing experience for anyone who wit
nesses it, Worst set of the night was 
AK1200! His talent was solid and mixing 
good but his track selection was just 
WRONG for the happy vibe of this party 
and mass amounts of glowsticks present 

his very dark, tech steppy set just didn't 
fit the crowd. Another factor was that 
he was on right after ICEY, which had 
set a very hard level of excellence to 
measure up to. Too bad though John 
Kelly was on very late for one of the 
biggest headliners there and he spun a 
fairly boring set that was a lot more 
down tempo and 
loungeish then I was expecting. 
On to hip hop. Swollen Members Kicked . 
Ass! they had so much energy in them 
and played the crowd perfectly. If they 
are ever on a line up for a TO. party go 
and see what this duo had to offer! A
trak spun a decent set a lot less techni
cal then I was expecting though. 
Over all th is party deserves a 9/10 since 
the "t ickets were really expensive and 
there was no running water on site! But 
it was in the middle of nowhere with the 
most amazing outdoor setting I've ever 
scene which made up for any down falls 
big ups to everyone I met. Vic. Crew 
Trix, Rhia, etc, E- town massive. Button 
buddies represent, and the 2 girls from 
Sask. you were fun to meet and party 
w/ that's all from BC for now. 
peace 
Mike 

THE FUTURE
 
September 15 Purple Heaven Presents
 
7th Heaven!
 
In the Trance room: DJ Sakin (Germany),
 
DJ Suzy Solar (Tampa, Fl), DJ Lil'b
 
(Tampa, Fl), Jason Marshall, Prophecy,
 
Saint Pete, Vibez, Chiclet. In The Techno
 
& Hard House Room: DJ Impact , Jason
 
Space, Unabomber, The Dukes, Miss
 
Money Penny, DJ Jet, Keiron Smith.
 
There will be a 19+ licensed area with
 
wristband policy in effect, ID required.
 
No Drugs, Thugs or Bad Attitudes!
 
R.O.A.R, P.L.U.R. Tickets: $25 in
 
advance, more @ door! $18 members.
 
24hour Infoline: 416-405-5634 Website:
 
http://www.purple-heaven.com
 

September 15 JELO at the PURPLE
 
ROOM Kitchener
 
Purple Room and Revolution nightclub
 
are proud to present JELO!! Rescheduled
 
and ready to rock, JELO will be banging
 
out some of the hardest House including
 
a few of his own which are available now
 
on 2 Wars and a Revolution. Check out
 
JELO with resident DJ MATTLOK this
 
Saturday September 15th on one of the
 
craziest nights of the year!
 

September 16 Max Graham in Montreal
 
Cosmic Sessions presents Max Graham at
 

Le Living in Montreal 4521 St. Laurent 
Blvd. (514) 286-9986 

September 18 Max Graham in Vancouver 
Cosmic Sessions presents Max Graham at 
Sonar in Vancouver 66 Water St. (604) 
683-6696 www.sonar.bc.ca 

September 19 Darren Emerson at Tonic 
Cosmic Sessions presents Darren Emerson 
at Tonic 117 Peter Street (416) 204-9200 
www.tonicnightclub.com 

September 20 RISE! 
in association with turbo recordings 
presents: Kenny Glasgow, Jonathan Coe 
[RISE! resident] at FX nightclub_335 . 
Richmond Street, London_Canada 
Automated guestlist and details 
www.RISEevents.com 

September 21 Max Graham in Calgary 
Cosmic Sessions presents Max Graham at 
Escape in Calgary 630 8th Ave. SW (403) 
204-2000 

September 21 Cosmic sessions at 
Newtown Montreal 
Cosmic Sessions moves into Newtown in 
Montreal 1476 Crescent St. (514) 284
6555 www.newtown.ca 

September 21 Jet to Ibiza at Fever in 
Hamilton 
CD Breakout Sessions takes flight with 
the Jet to Ibiza at Fever in Hamilton 1 
Hughson Ave. (905) 527-7332 

September 22 Max Graham in Edmonton 
Cosmic Sessions presents Max Graham at 
The Rev in Edmonton 10030 102 St. NW 
(780) 423-7820 

September 22 - 23, Buffalo, New York 
Lift4 
Downtown and at the Buffalo Convention 
Center, All Ages. Line up includes: Adam 
Starr, Al Desalvio, Alanna Davis, Atomic 
Babies, Awake, Beau Biz-E. Buddafly 
Cable, Charles Feelgood, Charles Masters, 
Chris J, Christian Bruna, Christian 
Smith, Concept, Darren Emerson, Deny, 
DJ Emily, DJ Ku, DJ Rap, Dose the Alien, 
Eastcoast Boogiemen, E-sassin, Elixir, 
Flex, Gavin Hardkiss, Halo, Hipp-E, Hive 
Hoogs, Indev, J Smooth, Joey Beltram, 
John Selway, Juju, Kenneth Graham, Le 
Freak, Levels Marcos Mark Cloud, Marty 
McFly, MC Braka, Neil Landstrum, Neo-Z, 
Myke-D, Photek, Prozac, Robbie 
Hardkiss, Scott Henry, Sean Michaels, 
Simply Jeff, The Attorney, The 
Timewriter, The Zelch Brothers, Tommy 
Smalls, UFO Utah Saints, Xotec and 



more.. . Tickets on sale at all 
Ticketmaster Outlets in the US &Canada 
and at Ticketmaster online. For more 
information check out the following: 
www:offworldproductions.com or 716
879-0979 
Schedule: 
Sept 21st. 8pm-2am: Private-Pre-Party 
Sept 22nd. Noon-2am: Main Event, 
Buffalo Convention Center; 2am-8am 
Post Party 
Sept 23rd. 2pm-2am: The DayAfter 
Parties, 6 Parties Downtown on 
Chippawa. 

Sept.22 «Freaky Flow & MC Flipside)) 
REVOLUTION 
Revolution Nightclub presents Freaky 
Flow &MC Flipside. as part 'of the world 
domination cd release tour (moonshine) 
and sound of the underground CD release 
tour. Set time lam. please arrive early to 
ensure entry free b4 10pm / $6 after. 
19+ / valid id a must! 

September 22 Jet to Ibiza at Element 
Kitchener 
CD Breakout Sessions takes flight with 
the Jet to Ibiza at Element in Kitchener 

90 King Street West (519) 576-6030 

September 22 Represent Records pres
ents SLAMIN' SOUNDS in Kitchener 
Ontario 
Happy Hardcore/Hardcore: Grimace vs. 
Dominik, Anabolic Frolic, Fuzzboyvs. 
Swiss; D-Minus, Virus, Frisky. 
Jungle/Breaks: Capital J, Rippin' Snare 
vs. Rise; Marty McFly, Rez-Q vs. Y Tech, 
Willar X [DJ X], DJ R Double vs. 
Phosphorus. Trance/House: OS/2, R2 vs. 
Plastic Motive, Ken Finch vs. Lady Bass, 
S.O.S, Jeremy Spoken. MC's JD, 
Gobstopper, Kwik, Lucid 
Tickets: Earlybird $15.00, Next 500 
$19.00, Advance $24.00, Higher @ Door 
If Available. Info Line: 519.584-3002 
Time: 9:00pm - 8:00am The Confirmed 
venue will be released 24 hours prior to 
the event on the info line or at 
www.RepresentRecords.net 

September 22 Ganja Smile Presents: 
Baked Not Fried . 
Me Dyer, DJ K8. Local Line Up: 
Queensyze & Terra, Nine & Krak, Dripp, 
Mazur. Mcs Bandit &Trajady, Soopa D & 
Focus, Dexy G, Lal, Lucid. www.ganjas

mile.com 

September 23 Breakfest presents The 
Return of Krafty Kuts in association 
with Pure Phunk. 
The Official 'Against The Grain' Launch 
Party Breakfest proudly presents the 
return of the legendary Krafty Kuts! This 
party is the official Canadian launch 
party for his new label 'Against The 
Grain'. There will be tons of great give
aways, so get there early! Krafty Kuts 
(Against The Grain, UK) Plus locals: D
Monic & Phat Trick 
Location: System Soundbar (117 Peter' 
St.) Info: 416-707-5481 Website: 
www.breakfest.com or 
www.purephunk.com Cover: $10 before 
11:00, $15 after, 19+ event 

September 26 Max Graham at Tonic 
Cosmic Sessions presents Max Graham at 
Tonic in Toronto 117 Peter Street (416) 
204-9200 www.tonicnightclub.com 

September 27 Ben Sims W/ Deko-Ze @ 
The Roxy Blu Nightclub 
Tickets are $10 in advance and will be 
on sale next week at a few locations, 

traxx, play de record, release records and 
metropolis. 

September 27 Max Graham in London at 
RISE! 
in association with cosmic sessions pres
ents Max Graham, Brad Copeland at FX 
nightclub_335 Richmond Street, London 
Canada Automated guestlist and details 
www.RISEevents.com 

September 27 Illicit Promotions 
Presents INCEPTION 
with Johan Gielen (Airscape - Holland), 
Mark Scaife, Viceroy (Phlux / Fused 
USA), Milo (Fluent / illicit - Vancouver). 
LimeLight Night Club, 250 Adelaide St. 
W, Toronto. Doors open at 10pm, $20 in 
advance, more at the door. 
Recommended Age 16+ with a 19+ 
licensed area for those with !D. 
info@illicitpromotions.com 

September 28 FUNKTOPIA vol. 01 at 
Fever Niteclub 
905VIE Productions presents FUNKTOPIA 
vol. 01 featuring in Rooml - breaks: DJ 
Czech, Switch, D-Monic. Room 2 - house 
/ techno: Aaron James, BabyJoel Smye, 

kttklH \Me 1994
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LX, Daxx. 19+ event J LLBO / r.o.a.r., 
doors @ lOpm-???, $10 b4 midnight / 
$15 after. FeverNiteclub - 1 Hughson St. 
N (corner of King William & Hughson), 
Hamilton 905.527.7332, 905lVE 
Productions: http://www.905IVE.home
stead.com 

September 28 ASCENSION 22 
Destiny/TIC/Eclipse proudly present 
Toronto favorite... 
SPOCK JENKINS (Amsterdam, Holland) 
OS/2, Dr.Trance, SOS, Drag N Fly and 
elixir. Brand NEW Location call TTC Info: 
416.760.3185, Destiny: 416.631.8821 

"www.destiny-productions.com 

September 29 Ferry Corsten at the 
Guvernment 
Cosmic Sessions presentstrance pioneer 
Ferry Corsten. Will he show up this time 
around.... ? At the Guvernment 132 
Queen's Quay E. (416) 869-0045 
www.theguvernment.com 

September 29 Analog Pussy at 
R351570R ::: R3 ::: Underground 
Reverb, 651 Queen St. West, Toronto, 
$20 in advance, $25 at door, 10-5AM. 
Ticket sale locations to be determined 
on sale Aug. 24 - check here and 
www.cyborganization.orgfordetails.as 
well as where to find Underground in 

your area, and iotel on other guest 
appearances and CD siqninqs that Analog 
Pussy will be doing in Toronto." 

"October 4 Max Graham in Halifax 
Cosmic Sessions presents Max Graham at 
The Attic in Halifax 1741 Grafton St. 
(902) 423-0909 

October 6 Tiesto at the Guvernment 
Cosmic Sessions celebrates the 
Guvernment's 5th anniversary with spe
cial guest DJ Tiesto. 132 Queen's Quay E. 
(416) 869-0045 www.theguvernment.com 

October 7 Pete Tong at the Guvernment 
Cosmic Sessions celebrates the 
Guvernment's 5th anniversary with spe
cial guest DJ's Tall Paul & Pete Tong. 132 
Queen's Quay E. (416) 869-0045 
www.theguvernment.com 

Sunday October 7 Freestylers at 
Breakfest 
The Freestylers Matt Cantor and Aston 
Harvey will be performing a 2 hour DJ 
set . And on the home team Big League 
Chu, Phat Trick, D-Monic, Robb G, Dave 
Saddler, Meric. In the jungle room 
Mystical Influence, Spinz, Phrantic, Me's 
HiFi & C-Note . Hip Hop/Soul with Faze 
& Splice. System Soundbar, 117 Peter 
St., $20 b4 midnight , $25 after. No "free 

b4 midnight" passes will be honoured for 
this event 

October 10 Paul Van Dykat the 
Guvernment 
Cosmic Sessions celebrates the 
Guvernment's 5th anniversary with spe
cial guest DJ Paul Van Dyk. 132 Queen's 
Quay E. . (416) 869-0045 www.thegu
vernment .com 

October 19 Nick Warren at System 
Cosmic Sessions travels to System 
Soundbar with the one and only Nick 
Warren. 117 Peter Street (416) 408-3996 
www.systemsoundbar.com 

October 27 Nightmare Productions pres
ents " Rave Massacre U 

AREA 1 : The Rave Massacre with Suade 
(UK) Miss Innocent (Vancouver), Android 
(Toronto/Russia), Paladin, Unabomber, 
Miss Money Penny, Jason Marshall, 
Beaker, Voytek, MC Preacher. AREA 2 : 
The Bass Cemetery with Mark V.(Los 
Angeles) B2B with Kamikaze, Deacon 
Boombastardizer (Ottawa), Navigator, 
Decepticon, D-Minus, Oystrixxx, Rubix, 
The Construct, Fuzzboy. Area 3 : The 
Techno Tank with Devolve live techno PA 
(Detroit), Mischief, Lair Driver, Pauze, 
Marco P., Engine, Bombtrack. Tickets : 

$20 Earlybird ( at NUMB only) $25 adv, 
More @ door (if available) VERY Limited 
Capacity !Info: 416.812.8687, 
www.nightmarehell.com 

NEW
 
WEEKLIES
 

LUSH
 
2am presents Lush Saturdays downstairs
 
@ turbo niteclub (use rear entrance)
 
360 Adelaide St west with residents:
 
Addy, Alchemy, Orange Richie, The
 
Dukes.
 
Sept. 15 Matt C, Sept. 22 Eric Davenport,
 
Sept. 29 Peter &Tyrone, Oct. 6 Jez
 
Ansell, Deko-Ze...
 

>ICOMMUNICATEI<
 
Starting Fri Sept 14. A mature and inti

mate atmosphere for the creative funky
 
house and tech house crew in Toronto.
 
Fridays at Element Bar, 553 Queen St. W,
 
416-359-1519. Upstairs Stretch &
 
Hooker, Downstairs Tim Patrick, Myka.
 
Free B4 11:00, $5.00 - 12, $10.00 

close (excluding special events). Special
 
Guest Sept 28 Donalde Glaude.
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Greetings fiends! 
Deko-ze here. ' First off, I need to send 
kudos out to the 15,000 fiends who 
came out for iDance. It is sad state that 
we are in where we have to fight for our 
right to simply dance. Let's hope events 
like this will show the authorities that 
we can party responsibly. Maybe one 
day we won't have to payoff the cops in 
order to express ourselves through 
dance! "To serve and protect", indeed . 

DJS WHO'LL PAY• • . 
I raise and shake my clenched fist to 
these djs who gave my feet blisters! 
1. Vinn-e - Calgary AB. This fiend's cre
ative and seamless mix of progressive, 
with deep, funky and tech house made 
his the best set I have heard in quite 
some time. 
2. Dyslexic - Saskatoon, SK. Coming a 
close second is a dude once known to 
dress only in black and make requests 
for Nine Inch Nails and other scorching 
industrial tracks. Now he mixes tribal 
techno, tech and hard house like a true 
fiend. 
3. Pied Piper Paul - London UK. I had 
the pleasure of hearing this guy play at 
the outdoor event "Motion Notion" a few 
hours outside of Calgary. This dj stood 
out to me because he played a style of 
music I have never heard before. .It was 
psychedelic trance but was quite funky 

and techy. Like Timo Maas on poppers. 
Is this the "Nu-psy-trance"? 

TUNES YOU PAID FOR WITH 
YOUR RENT MONEY, 
AND WERE GLAD YOU DID• • • 
1. Future Sound Of London - Papua New 
Guinea. So there I was listening to this 
in my room with a raging erection. This 
song is one of my all time faves and has 
been re-rubbed by Satoshi Tomiie and 
Hybrid! Brill!! 
2. Farfa &Verdi - Cuba. Pounding tribal 
techno with a vicious Cristian Varela 
remix! 
3. Sugarpussy - Deliverance. Is it house? 
Is it progressive? Is it disco? All of the 
above. Hey who let Ben Hur in? 
4. James Harcourt - Casualty. This 
upcoming release for Release Records 
will further solidify their importance in 
the prog scene. 
5. The Toof EP. Wow! A solid Aquarius 
record with a smooth and funky mix 
from T.O:s finest, Tim Patrick and 
Paranoid Jack and my fave, the jackin' 
tribal smasher from Addy!!! 

NIGHTS THAT WILL MAKE 
YOU GLAD YOU PAID: 
1. "Solid Underground Sessions" @ 
Fitzy's - Barrie ON. Brad and his band of 
merry fiends have a pretty swell Monday 

night going on. Cheap booze, pumpin 
house and cats ready to go off make this 
a pretty swell night. Brad also has a 
kickin' tune that will be featured on 
Jelo's upcoming mix cd for 2 Wars. 
2. "Blista" @ Revolution - Waterloo ON. 
Scenario: Mattlok throwing down sick 
house and upcoming releases from his 
strong Four 01 label, Isaac S telling sto
ries of messed up gigs and people in his 
travels,Chupa Chups in no effect, Lime 
Rev in full effect, EC dancers shouting at 
me to take my shirt off while I'm play
ing, Dead Or Alive's "You Spin Me 
Round" being the anthem of the night, 
oh and all of this is taking place on the 
upstairs patio. One hell of a fine mess! 
3. "Freedom Fridays" @ Suburbs 
Edmonton ON. Nexustribe put on sweet 
parties and club nights too. Check it! 4. 
"Ascension Boat Cruise" - Toronto ON. 
This was the summer of boat cruises and 
this one did not disappoint. Myself, 
Hardware, TJ Hooker, Ms. Trance and 
birthday boy OS/2 provided the tunes 
and luckily the boat did not sink. When 
you next see Ryan, wish him a Happy 
40th. 

Special honorary mention to Rob Solo 
who does "Subsonic Thursdays" at The 
Well which are always kick ass (as are 
his booty house sets) and Andrew Bovard 
and Kenny Trainer who put on 

"Revolution" at Pete's in Jasper Alberta. 
Clubs in ski towns seem to always a 
wicked scene! Speaking of skiing, I 
think I will give it a try this winter. 
When I right one of my articles from a 
hospital, you will now know why! 

TOO MUCH PEYOTE? •. 

The ever coveted "Quote OfThe Month" 
award goes to the dude at Tonic who 
requested the 80s pop/rock classic "We 
Built This City" by Starship. I thought 
he got the hint when I told him that I 
did not have it and that I thought he 
was at the wrong club to hear that sort 
of thing. No more than thirty seconds 
later, he returned and asked if I could 
play their follow up single "Sarah". 

AN ADVERTISEMENT THAT 
WASN'T PAID FOR• • • 
Have you seen that ad for "Body Vibes"? 
Well I bought one. Hopefully my belly 
that today resembles a bowling ball will 
soon put any abs of steel to shame. 
Right. Where's that Oreo cheesecake! 

As always pay-offs, whoops, comments 
can be e-mailed to me at: deko-ze@plas
ticpuppetmotive.com. 

Visit tribemagazine.com, collect the clues·and you caul win 
an extremely high-end mixer: the new Vestax R-1 
(suggested list price $6,000.00) 

•

I

winner to be announced in"TRIBE #84,-and on the •
,

TRIBE websitetribemagazine.com on September 15 

T IBE
 
trIbemagazlne.com 

itVestax" 
www.vestax.co.jp 





1 DJ PROIILe : RUCI$US
 _ 

DJ Ruckus is the man behind Scarborough, I was coming ny,:EMPIRE has been around big events on Fridays and into the publics eye. 
EMPIRE PRODUCTIONS and HUS from a strictly Hip Hop, RnB for years. You always seem to Saturdays which is good for We felt that something needed 
TLIN' BEATS RECORDINGS and is and Reggae surrounding, so throw your events on Fridays the industry because it contin to be done to show the com
one of the key players in relating to the rhythm and and use spaces that are just uaUy pumps money back in so munity that everything was 
Canada's drum & bass scene. sound of Jungle / Drum n Bass outside the core of the city. that the scene can survive in cool and that although every
EMPIRE parties have been a music was easy for me. The Has this worked for you? the long run. one is struggling and fighting 
staple for junglists in Toronto appeal came from the fact that Ruckus: This November, EMPIRE We do throw some events on to make it to the top of the 
looking for good mid-sized it was new, different and up wiU be 3 years old. That tends Saturday Nights now and wiU game, we are all in this for the 
events with a tight vibe and front. When I look back to to throw people off a little be doing more in the future same reason ... We all love 
top talent, and now there's the when I was in high school at because of the amount of because the competition in the Jungle / Drum n Bass music. 
record label., .. the number of people who events we have done in such a scene is shifting drasticaUy. It's This was the first time that the 

made fun of the "Pots n Pans" short time. Between the ONE just aU part of staying fresh Community came together in
 
TRIBE: Should I call it jungle,
 mass numbers to support
 
or drum and bass?
 Toronto Jungle because it is
 
Rilckus: You can call it whatev
 'TORONTO JUNGLE'.
 
er you like - I call it music.
 
Jungle/Drum n Bass music is
 TRIBE: Our scene is contracting 
based around the idea of being big time and fast , and all the 
innovative with new sounds. It other genres are battling to
 
is because of this mentality
 draw numbers to events, yet
 
that 'the music' really doesn't
 there somehow seems to be a 
have a set title, so people just core group of junglists that
 
call it by the name that relates
 never go away. There seems to 
more to the feel that they get be stability to it. What makes 
from it. No matter if it's jungle so popular and so
 
Jungle, Drum n Bass, Jump up. .
 enduring?
 
Ragga, Intelligent, whatever...
 Ruckus: I reaUy don't know
 
it's all music.
 what makes jungle so appeal

ing to everyone. As I said 
TRIBE: When we first met on a before, I think it has to do
 
professional level, you were
 with the fact that the music is 
introduced as Ryan from constantly changing into fresh
Empire and not DJ Ruckus, er more innovative flavors that 
which came first the DJing or seem to attract people from all 
the promoting? Why pick jun different genres of music. Hip 
gle as a genre to spin? What Hop and Reggae heads tend to 
type of jungle do you spin? like more Jump up / Bubbly
 
Ruckus: I have been DJing
 .Jungle, whereas the people
 
since 1995. I started out as
 who are into more rock and
 
everyone did... the typical bed 
 punk seem to foUow more of 
room DJ. It was a hobby that I the darker heavy-hitting
 
have completely fallen' in love
 sounds of Drum n Bass. There 
with over the years. It took me is somet hing in this music for 
a couple years before I reaUy everyone; it's just a matter of 
stopped to look at the direc  time for the entire world to be 
tion I wanted to take this in. introduced to the sound of
 
It was then that my mind
 Drum n Bass that they like.
 
began to focus on what it was
 
I had to do to push myself out
 TRIBE: TeU me about your 

. there. The scene in Toronto has record label, .. Who is involved 
always been flooded with top sounds tearin" out my head SOUND events, the DROPPIN' and on top of what's going on with you in the label? What 
talent, which makes it that phones each and every day, to BEATS series, our team up with from a business perspective. are your goals with it? When 
much harder to set your place, the number of people form the NUMB CLOTHING and TROUBLE are releases coming out? 
but it also works as a positive same era, who I see out at par ON VINYL/RENEGADE HARD TRIBE: What are some of your Ruckus: HUSTLIN' BEATS 
because it makes you stronger ties today, bustin" it hard to WARE for the SOUNDCLASH events that are most memo RECORDINGS is .Canadian and 
and more determined to suc the sound of the legendary DJ's events, HUSTLIN' BEATS label rable for you? why? (dates, UK based label, It is owned and 
ceed. At the beginning of Mickey Finn, Kenny Ken, nights and our EMPiRE one name, and venue) operated by Myself and DJ 
1998, I received the best Randal, Rap, Darren J and Jack offs. we've gathered a hefty Ruckus: There is 1 event that DILIGENCE from Toronto and 
advice from someone who I Frost, aU of who were on the back catalog of 21 parties. We EMPIRE has done that I hold MC FEARLESS from UK. The 
respect as one of the scene's 'X-Static' bootleg Jungle tapes began the Friday night Jungle very personal inside. The first label is geared towards pushing 
true pioneers, DJ MARCUS. The in my walkman back then, parties a couple of years ago was ONE SOUND pt . 1 back on out quality Jungle / Drum n 
advice was to look at other amazes me. It also reassures when the Saturday night February 5th 1999 at the Opera Bass music with Canadian and 
alternatives then just handing my faith in the growth of this events ran the weekends for House in Toronto. This event British flavour, We've got a 
out Demo tapes, 'ass-kissing' music. raving . The competition was so holds the highest ranking to strong crew of HUSTLIN' BEATS 
promoters and then waiting for To address the third part to the hectic for a new company to me for a couple of reasons. ONE Soldiers from all over the 
the phone to ring for bookings. question, I play music for one come through and build it's SOUND carne at a time when world. The first release came 
So, at the end of 1998 EMPIRE reason.. . to make people move. name simply because to find a the Jungle/Drum n Bass com from London badboy's Supply 
PRODUCTIONS was born 'Out I don't care if it's a room fuU Saturday to shine on was near munity was in a bit a hiatus. and Demand aka G-SQUAD, 
from Nowhere'. of head nodders, or a room fuU ly impossible. So I decided to There was a lot of politics and with the foUow up release com
I began to spin Jungle music of people rippin" the floors up , do something that wasn't reaUy buUshit going on behind the ing from Toronto rudebwoy duo 
because it was what I related I play the 'type' of Jungle that being touched by other pro scenes among DJ's and other CATCHIN' WRECK aka MC 
to the most out of all the 'rave' makes people move. . moters at that time and that DJ's, DJ's and Promoters, & L.Natural and DJ'Lush. You can 
music that was be released was doing Friday night raves. Promoters and other Promoters look for CATCHIN' WRECK's 
back then. Growing up in TRIBE: Your production compa- Now-a-days it 's common to see that was beginning to seep forthcoming release 'Bonanza' 



and 'Natty' on HUSTLIN' BEATS this fall. 
We are also looking at this dawg from 
Los Angeles named SUB-FLO who has 

, been doing stuff in the .States for a cou
ple of years now and recently has some 
things forthcoming on Kenny Ken's 
imprint Mix n Blen Recordings UK. 
Another strong aspect on the label is the 
amount of vocal support we have behind 
us. With the likes of MC FEARLESS, MC 
L.NATURAL and Fearless' cousin DEMOLI
TION MAN in the stables, you can guar
antee seeing some vocal bits in the near 
future. 
We are also accepting production demos 
from anyone and everyone who is mak
ing music. Whether you're a vocalist or 
producer and you are interested in for
warding any of your material to us you 
can contact us via email at hustlin
beats@home.com 

TRIBE: You recently gave up your day 
job to devote all your attention to 
DJing, event production, and the label. 
Big decision eh? . 
Ruckus: (haha) Making that decision was 
one of the scariest but crucial decisions I 
was forced to deal with in .my life so far. 
I don't want to sound as though it is life 

, of death or anything like that, it's just 
that to really push forward everything 
I've done up until this point I needed to 
decide if I was in this for life. I am look
ing at the big picture now more then 
ever because it's been proven to me that 
there is something for Jungle music 
artists in the entertainment industry. 
Adam F doing tunes for Redman, Roni 

Size remixing Method Man and Pharaoh 
Monch, Skibadee working with Lil' Kim 
and Shabba D in his punk band are just 
little motivators for me to push for my 
'piece of the pie'. It's tough for the first 
while but trust me when I tell you it 
makes you work 150% harder on every
thing you do when it's earning you your 
food. You have to do what you have to 
do to succeed, so for me it was the next 
logical step . 

TRIBE: OK, when I told some friend 
about profiling you this month they 
said: "which Ruckus?" There are more 
than one aren't there? How do you han
dle that situation? 
Ruckus: I don't even look at this as a 
problem anymore. It used to tear me 
apart and Sasha and I have nearly come 
to blows over it in the past, but at the 
end of the day, it's just a handle for peo
ple to recognize what we are doing in 
the our scene and the main industry. 
Both Sasha and I realized that the real 
recognition comes from unspoken proof, 
he does his thing well and so do 1. It's 
kinda fucked up in the sense that it may 
confuse people at first , but really and 
truly I want people to big up my shit 
because of what it is and the quality 
that it is delivered in, that's all that 
matters. The thing that does get under 
my skin with that whole scenario is you 
get foolish people talkin' about a battle 
for the name. The real battle is making 
what you are doing work for you and 
take you to the next level, and believe 
me that takes longer then a one hour DJ 

competition. If you can't realize that, 
then you truly are ignorant to what's 
really going on around you. 

TRIBE: Its always nice to ask an expert 
for tips I think. OK Ryan, a friend of 
mine wants to experience some true 
Toronto jungle flavour but doesn't really 
know much about it. Tell me where she 
should go this fall - what club nights or 
upcoming events should she check out 
for a taste. What DJs and MCs would you 
recommend she look for to get a repre
sentative sample of the scene... 
Ruckus: My advice to your friend is to 
not look to far. She lives in a city with a 
scene full of DJ's, MC's and Artists that 
could show her true Jungle/Drum n Bass 
flavour. Toronto has some of the top DJs 
& MCs in North America for Jungle 
music. What most people don't stop to 
look at is that we have built our own 
industry right here in Toronto that is 
recognized worldwide as being the one 
of the top scenes in the world. With the 
likes of Marcus, Mystical Influence, 
Sniper, Lush, lllfingas, Slip n Slide, 
Everfresh, Capital J, Myself & Diligence 
alongside the rest of the Hustlin' Beats 
Crew, thequys from Jedi Records, 
Furious Recordings, we've got the Best 
International Label in the World based 
right here in Toronto, so she doesn't 

, need to look far. 
As for specific events (and here's a cheap 
plug), HUSTLIN' BEATS is running BODY 
ROC @ System Soundbar for the 19+ 
clientele each and every Wednesday 
throughout the year. I really do feel 

w w w 2 

though that people who are interested . 
in the music and the scene as a whole 
should try to make it out to as many of 
the events that take place weekly 
because it allows for people to get a 
good taste of the variety that Toronto 
has to offer. It also helps in keeping the 
scene alive when you get a mass variety 
of people going out to support the 'local 
resident nights'. 

TRIBE: What's coming up with the 
EMPIRE company this fall? What events 
have you got planned for the rest of the 
year? 
Ruckus: Empire is looking at our 3 year 
anniversary at the end of November and 
SoundClash 3 sometime at the beginning 
of next year. In the meantime we are 
going to continue doing BODY ROC @ 
System each and every Wednesday, 
which is also going live-to-air on 89.5 
FM and the Global Groove Network. As 
for the label, we had run into some dis
tribution problems earlier this year and 
so we are just finishing tying up all the 
loose ends so we can start pumping out 
the scheduled releases as planned. We 
are possibly looking at a couple of small 
Hustlin' Beats tours in the next few 
months with a full blown North 
American tour in the works for next 
year, so watch out for that coming to 
your city real soon. 
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The air is getting a bit crisper in the 
nation's capital and I have the feeling 
that pants will soon be replacing shorts. I 
can't believe it was a stifling 34 degrees 
just a month ago. Now, I sleep with the 
window closed and three blankets around 
me! The turning of the seasons does' , 
means one major change in Ottawa, the 
return of the students. With two 
Universities and one College, (not to men
tion the schools on the Quebec side of the 
border) there's a lot of students who come 
back to gain (and waste) an education. 
You can almost feel the anticipation of 
promoters as you walk around downtown. 
Every car is flyered, not just by one or 
two, mind you, but often by a stack of 
five flyers. With a relatively slow summer 
and our new smoking by-law in effect, 
clubs haven't been as busy as they might 
be and now there's a hope to change that. 

For those who didn't know, on Aug 1st a 
by-law was passed in Ottawa that prohib
ited smoking in public places. This 
includes restaurants, bars, public work 
places and even taxis. Even if you work 
for a private business where every single 
employee smokes, and you all agree you 

' want to smoke, you now have togo out
side to do it. I understand the basis 
behind the by-law. I don't really like peo
ple smoking while I eat. But it's definitely 
having an effect on the clubs right now. 
Eventually I'm sure we'll get used to it. I 
have to say it is a nice change to come 
home not reeking of smoke...but there is 
at least one bad side-effect. I never really 
knew how much smoke covered up all the 
other smells in a club, especially that of 
sweaty dancers. Now B.O. aromas get to 

run free and I really don't like it. Instead 
of disco balls, we should hang up huge 
air-fresheners. I'm actually beginnirig to 
think smoke machines with 'scented 
smoke' might be a good thing. But I'm 
getting off topic, next week is frosh week 
and here's hoping for a huge influx of 
electronic-music loving patrons . 

The past month has been a good month 
for the jungle massive in Ottawa. 
Phuturstep brought in Nicky Blackmarket 
and MC Foxy for their first Ottawa appear
ance. The show was a wicked success with 
everyone wanting more. The Phuturstep 
guys seem to be in the groove, represent
ing Ottawa jungle to the fullest and pro
viding amazing talent each time. Props to 
Shaun Doe, Jesta and ill At Eaze. Make 
sure you support their future endeavors. I 
know some things are in the works and 
I'll make sure to inform you as soon as I 
they are confirmed. 

Puddle of Beats and Norml clothing, both 
with a long history of involvement in the 
jungle scene, also recently put on a jungle 
show. Featuring the first Ottawa appear
ance of Shy FX and MC Skibadee, this 
show was a huqe success. I'm told it was, 
'One of the best jungle shows in far as 
turnout and vibe: Norml clothing, recently 
busy pimping their flashy new catalogue 
at the Magic Clothing Exposition in Las 
Vegas, have another event in the works. 
This time featuring Funk Wax owners, 
Filthy Rich and Dave London from 
Orlando, Florida. No date is set as of yet, 
but by the time you read this, everything 
should be locked down. I also heard 
they're going to be bringing Detroit ghet

to-tek star, DJ Assault to town in early 
November. Looks like another wicked show 
to watch out for. 

The DMC nationals happened a few weeks 
ago. I went by to check it out (and sup
port my man, Tasc of course.) The first 
thing that hit 'me was the heat. The air
conditioning had broken down and it was 
so hot, muggy and humid I couldn't 
believe it. It was worse than the heat 
wave we had! Respect goes out to all the 
competitors for sweating it out . 
Unfortunately, I think the heat made the 
crowd a little lackluster, then again, who 
could blame them? There were a few spe
cial guests on hand , one of whom was A
Track. This was my first time seeing A
Track in a few years and all I can say is 
he is GOOD. He is so freaking good. He is 
unbelievably frickin' good. Yeah. The win
ners were: Jr Flo (1st place), Pump (run
ner-up) and Dopey (third place). Ottawa 
hopeful" T.a~c came in a respectable fourth 
place. 

On to the future ..... 

On Sept 29th, First Contact, a two room 
event in 'a virgin location' will be put on 
by Unified. It looks to be an interesting 
party with the themes of 'light' and 'dark'. 
The DJs include Cloudskipper (San 
Fransisco, USA), DJ Nokturnal(Toronto), 
VH3 (Toronto), Silverl (Toronto), Subsonic 
Chronic (Toronto), Number Nine (Toronto), 
Deacon Boombastardizer (Toronto, 
Ottawa). Middle Man, Jesta, Haze and a 
bunch more. As one of the few raves on 
the horizon I hope everyone supports it. 

Subsonic is on a swag frenzy with three 
nights in the next six weeks dedicated to 
giving away free stuff. On Sept 13th, 
JBradley becomes a proper resident, as he 
releases the newest in the Subsonic mix 
series; Up2Speed 4. Past releases include 
mixes by residents Brahma Breaker, Deko-
Ze and myself. The first 100 people ' 
through the door will get a free copy. The 
same deal is happening Oct 20th with 
Brahma Breaker, only this time it's his 
newest cd, Funk'd Up. Finally on Oct 
13th, I'll be giving out 100 free copies of 
my newest mix, The Empire Smokes Crack, 
volume 3. 

In other club news, Chicks With Decks (a 
group that focuses on 'the fairer sex' 
behind the wheels of steel) has stopped 
their popular Wednesday night club event. 
Called Sirens, it ran for just over two years 
and hosted a slew of female talent, from 
the local to the international. Before you 
get too upset ...the reason for the night 
ending is so they can concentrate on a 
new club night on Fridays. Called Bliss, it 
will be happening at Soho nightclub (on 
the corner of Sparks and Bank.) I'm look
ing forward to seeing who they'll be 
bringing in, now that they have a week
end slot. 

That's it for now. See you next month and 
here's to an influx of 50,000 students who 
just want to waste their OSAP money on 
drinking and partying! (Well, one can 
dream... ) 

Cheers, 
' Rob Solo 
send hate mail toramaclea@attccinada.ca 

I ReCLaIm THe ~TReeT~•••••OO. 
There's been so much talk about our right 
to dance, our right to party, our right to 
safe spaces, etc. To add one more to the 
list, what about our right to 'public' 
spaces? Sure we're free to walk the streets 
in small groups during certain hours but 
what if we stop? What if more and more 
people gather? What if on top of that, we 
all start dancing? 

This is what traditionally happens -at 
Reclaim the Streets: people gather togeth
er to reclaimpublic space and celebrate 
our freedom to congregate in large groups 
(often called Freedom of Assembly). It 
looks like a street party, and it is... but it 
is more than meets the eye. The people 
dancing in the streets come from diverse 
tribes: ravers, punks, environmentalists, 
anti-racist groups, anti-poverty activists , 
artists, teachers, students, street kids and 
passers by who just seemingly stumbled 
upon a party. 

Three people were arrested at this year's 
Reclaim the Streets event: one of whom 
was let off of public mischief charges (she 

wrote with chalk on a police vehicle) and 
the two others were charged with 
obstructing police (one was Sandy Watters 
who has been activist in the party com
munity, a former coordinator of TRIP and 
a speaker at idance). Word on the street is 
that both of these people were unjustly 
arrested and detained at 52 Division.. . 
cuffs, paddywagon and all. The rally then 
moved to 52 Division where people 
showed support in a variety of ways; some 
chanted demands to let them go, and oth
ers roasted corn and offered donuts to the 
officers behind the building barriers. 
Some law students and a lawyer present 
at the rally did some advocacy for the 
people arrested and made calls to inform 
them of their rights while being detained. 
After a couple of hours they were released 
on promise to appear in court. 

The charge "obstructing a peace officer" 
or "obstructing justice" is common to 
peaceful rallies and such events where 
cops can't think of anything else to 
charge them with (cause they're not being 
unlawful). In this case the police pres

ence was massive considering the type of 
event it was; apparently the organizers 
had tried to contact the police beforehand 
but their calls were never returned. 
Sound familiar people? You think the 
amount of PDO's we've seen at parties is a 
lot, try 2 walls of cops not including not 
line of cops on riot horses, the paddywag
on and individual cops roaming the 
'Crowd. That's a lot of time, money and 
effort exerted for such a peaceful and cel
ebratory event. 

But cops stick to their guns: 

"We always facilitate peaceful demonstra
tions - nothing's changed that way. 
People have the right to demonstrate. But 
they don't have the right to cause other 
people to be affected." (quoted by NOW in 
a piece on jailing peaceful protesters). 

Urn excuse me but isn't a demonstration 
usually an attempt to affect change .. .isn't 
the point that people are affected? 

Some are there for 'political reasons' and 

others are not. Cops get confused when 
they see a bunch of people dancing in the 
streets, laughing and smiling while refus
ing to move. Apparently they didn't get a 
preliminary brief on this crowd cause the 
cops looked like they were ready for bat
tle. But most of the participants remained 
peaceful and loving in the face of the 
boys in blue. 

"Come on move on through, we need to 
open up the streets now" one cop repeat
ed to people through the crowd. "They are 
open" said one young woman, gesturing , 
to all the people with a big smile "look 
around." 

Keep your ears to the ground for upcom
ing court dates of those arrested (its open 
to the public) and for fundraising events 
to help them out with legal fees. If you 
were at this rally, it could have just as 
easily been you or I in the paddywagon, 
so lets make sure they know we're behind 
them through this. 

- Miss Sandulu Warrior 

mailto:toramaclea@attccinada.ca
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IN THEATRES 
Bully is based on the true story of how 

a group of Florida teens plotted the 

murder of a bully/friend that was end

lessly tormenting them. Problem was, 

the teens weren't too bright and would

n't shut up about it and, not surprising

ly, got arrested within a short while for 

the murder. This is directed by Larry 

Clark, who directed Kids and Gummo, 

and in some ways he shows some 

growth as a filmmaker, however, he also 

has a lot of frank teen sexuality and 

nudity, which might make some viewers 

a little squeamish. This film earned its 

R rating for a reason, but it's still one 

of the better films you're going to see 

this year. 

Jeepers Creepers I love a good horror 

flick, but unfortunately this isn't one of 

them. Sure, it manages to scare you 

from time to time, but when you get to 

see the monster/killer early in the film, 

it usually kills any suspense and 

momentum the film has. And such is 

the case for this film. Two college stu 

dents come across a tunnel that they 

witness a strange person dumping 

corpse-sized packages into. You know, 
when they quoted Clive Barker as say

ing it was one of the most stylish hor

ror films in years, you kind of feel like 

you're going to get your money's worth. . 

Lrnean Clive Barker; he's like one of the 

best horror writers out there. So what 

the fuck is up with endorsing a shit 

movie like this? 

Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back is the 

final chapter in the New Jersey saga. 

The New Jersey saga is basically all the 

films Kevin Smith has done to date 
(Clerks, Mallrats, Chasing Amy & 

Dogma), and with this, he is tying up 

all the loose ends and going back to the 

old characters that have populated his 

films one last time. In this, Jay and 

Silent Bob are enraged to find that their 
comic book personas, Bluntman and , 

Chronic, are being turned into a movie, 

sans their permission. If you're looking 

for the more intelligent side of Kevin 

Smith, which he showed so well in 

Chasing Amy and Dogma, forget it. This 
is more childish fun and tributes to his 

favorite films (including his favorite, 

Star Wars), and an excuse to qeta lot of 

cameos into the film. I enjoyed this, 

since it was a good laugh, and it kept 

me entertained. However I will be look

ing forward to his next film, which is 

going to be-more along the lines of his 

better work. 

o is a reworking of Shakespeare's 

Othello in the spirit of Romeo and 

Juliet (reset the setting to modern 

times), but rewriting the dialogue in 

more contemporary terms (like "Yo! 

Wassup brother?"). Mekhi Phifer has 

the lead role (Odin, not Othello), but is 

a star basketball player, instead of a 

moor warrior. Julia Styles has the role 

of Desi and Josh Harnett has the Iago 

role renamed Hugo. This was shelved for 

the reason that it was going to be 

released about two years ago, but the 

Columbine incident delayed the release, 

since there is a school shooting in the 

film, and parent groups were worried 

that it would add fuel to the fire. 

Bullshit. The shooting is incredibly 

brief and not very sensationalistic. This 

is a very good idea that doesn't quite 

catch fire, since the Othello character is 

. supposed to be destroying everything 

he loves by his own hands, while being . 

lightly prodded by Iago. In this case 

Iago is blatantly setting him up at 

every turn, which kind of kills the 

tragedy element of it. Still, if you're 

not a big Shakespeare fan, you might 

still enjoy this. 

John Carpenter's Ghosts of Mars I liked 

this the first time I saw this back in the 

severities when it was called Assault on 

Precinct 13. A bunch of Mars colonist 

cops are assigned the transfer of a ruth

less killing criminal (in this case Ice 

Cube) . Problem is once they arrive, 

they find that a ancient Martian civi

lization has overrun the town and 

turned the residents into zombies. And 

the siege begins. Boring, boring, boring 

and Natasha Henstridge shows that her 

best role ever (Species) is waaaaaaaaaay 

behind her now. It's really too bad, too, 

since it does have some pretty good 

cast choices (Jason Stratham from 

Snatch, Pam Grier from Jackie Brown, 

and the ubiquitous Ice Cube, who seems 

to be having some fun with the role), 

but they're largely wasted. 

ON VIDEO/DVD
 
Blood: The Last Vampire could quite 

well be the future of where Japanese 

Anime is headed. This features a com

bination of digital imaging with tradi

tional eel animation, and the results are 

quite spectacular. However, the DVD is 

way too short (the feature itself runs 

for only 45 minutes, but I'm told this is 

going to become a series), and the story 

allows for zero character development, 

and very little background knowledge of 

what's going on (about halfway 

through, I realized that the story was ' 

set during the Vietnam war). Still, this 

is one of those cases where you just sit 

and take what's coming to you and ask 

as few questions as possible. It's a lot 

more easier to watch that way. 

Memories is a trilogy of stories, headed 

by Katsuhiro Otomo, the mind behind 

the film adaptation of Akira. This was 

released in Japan in 1995 and has just 

reached North American soil in select 

video stores that are aware that this 

was made. The first and the best of the 
stories, "Magnetic Rose", is a semi ghost 

story involving a clean up crew that 

come across an S.O.S. signal. The sec

ond story, "Stinkbomb", is an amusing 

cross between Outbreak and Dr. 

Strangelove, involving the requisite 

mass destruction of Japan. The final 
story, "Cannon Fodder" is the most 

haunting , offering up a 1984 like socie

ty that revolves around Cannon warfare 

with other nations. I highly recom

mend this for any anime fans out there , 

as this does have its share of moments 

that you'll want to remember and watch 

over again, and it plays out quite nicely 

on video. Available at Suspect Video on 
Queen St. in Toronto. 
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PROGRESSIVE
 
VINYL
 

Pappa & Gilbey - Twisted 
Inversus/U~A 

Licensed from Choo Choo 
Records, Sandy Fox's exceUent 
Miami based Inversus imprint 
continues its string of quality 
releases. Inversus was quick to 
sign "Twisted" &add some top 
notch remixes. The new A-side 
cut features a revamped Pappa & 
Gilbey mix which adheres to 
Barry's new formula of dark & 
haunting progressive. The flip-
side mixes come from Darko 
(aka Mark O'Brian of Sumsonic 

fame) who turns "Twisted" int o 
a peak-time, progressive 
thumper. Closing out the pack
age is the awesome tandem of 
Austin Leeds & Martin Accorsi 
leaving you with 3 steUar mixes 
to choose from. An exceUent 
release that should further cata
pult Inversus to the forefront of 
the elite, progressive labels. 
9.5/10 - Jerome Robins 

Brothers of Dub - Same
 
Frequency » Forged/UK
 
Top boy Andy Jarrod is without 
question, one of the hardest 
working guys in the business. In 
addition to a hectic 
International DJ schedule & his 
exceUent 3 Beat Label 
Management Company, Andy 
stiU finds the time to run his 
two labels, Forward &Forged 
Recordings. The A-side mix of 
"Same Frequency" uses a trippy, 
appegiated stab to set the track 
forward while the tough percus
sion layers ride the track from 
start to finish. The end result, a 
deep, groovy house monster that 
has found a home in the boxes 

.of Digweed, Howells &Burridge. 
On the flip, flavor of the month, 
Glen NichoUs supplies an amaz
ing remix under his Future Funk 
Squad guise which combines 
dub, house, reggae and purist 
nu-skool breaks. A brilliant 
record. 9/10 (Jerome Robins) 

Antanarko & Dave - Altered 
Science - Niche/UK 
Anyone familiar with the Niche 
&Niche Blue labels wiU be 
familiar with their style of qual
ity house music. "Altered 
Science" is a tribal infused slice 
of deep house perfectly suited 
for dancefloors catering to house 
or progressive, something which 
Niche Records so often does. 
Smooth percussion, lush piano 
chords &wicked analogue stabs 

are used to create a deep, 
groovy house vibe that's sure to 
pack the dancefloor. Another 
exceUent release for the forward 
thinking Niche imprint. 8.5/10 
(Adam Nathan) 

Missy Elliott - Superfreakon 
Code Blue/UK 
FinaUy available after a moun
tain of licensing and legal diffi
culties, Code Blue, via 
Eastwest, provide the massive 
Superchumbo mix of Missy 
Elliot's 'Get Your Freak on'. This 
has received massive interest 
from aU concerned via a few 
weU-placed bootlegs around May 
time and now they are available 
to one and aU. Licensed to the 
MTV in Ibiza compilation, a 
Radio One Essential New Tune on 
the Essential Selection in June, 
this one is a no-brainer to say 
the least! Huge! 8.5/10 (Michael 
Bertolli) 

Pariah - Ruffneck 
Rhythm/Shrink - Rhythm 
Syndicate/UK 
Two fantastic tracks from Pariah 
that wiU be essential for any 
self-respecting DJ. Pariah is oth
erwise known as Rowan Blades 
who has cultivated his sound 
through fantastic productions as 
Breeder (most notably 'Twilo 
Thunder' and 'The Chain'), and 
as Pariah with his astonishing 
mix of Space Manoeuvres' 'Stage 
One', out on Hooj and featured 
on Sasha's Ibiza Global 
Underground CD. This record has 
received outstanding support 
from Sasha, Tong and Digweed 
and rave reviews from Parks & 
Wilson and Anthony Pappa. Dark 
&nasty progressive that has aU 
the signature Pariah stabs &per
cussion layers. Seek out at aU 
costs! 9/10 - (Adam Nathan) 

Jon Cowan & Redanka - Please 

Call - Bliss/US 
Jon Cowan's exceUent Bliss label 
continues to get stronger with 
every release. Having already 
received much praise for the 
exceUent 3 Monkeys 'Crazy 
People' last June, this red hot 
Miami imprint keeps its momen
tum with its latest release, 
'Please CaU: With the help of 
Redanka (Andy Holt), perhaps 
the most talented music engi
neer around, Jon has produced a 
gem that pretty much has every
thing you could ask for in a 12". 
Wicked percussion , a soothing, 
yet modest melody that floats 
seamlessly through the track & a 
bassline that's funky as @#$%! 
Throughout the breakdown, a 
soft vocal from a distraught 
woman comes to the forefront 
helping push the track forward 
with ease. A beautiful record. 
Definitely one for the box. 10 
/10 (Jerome Robins) 

Eddie Amador - Mochico 3 
Mochico/USA 
As weU as being one of the most 
sought after DJ's in the US, L.A. 
based Eddie Amador stiU man
ages the time to run his impres
sive Mochico imprint. With 
"Mochico 3," Amador has 
recruited newcomer &Toronto 
native Evil P. His A-side mix 
uses of the chopped up vocals 
sit perfectly on top of the tight 
percussion & funky bassline. On 
the flip, David Alvarado goes 
housier relying on a filtered 
loop to build the track. 2 excel
lent mixes to choose from. 
8.5/10 (Jerome Robins) 

Mo Shic & Landa - Faze - Pitch 
Black/USA 
The Satellite/Pitch Black camp 
has crossed over into the East 
and linked up with progressive 
house newcomers Moshic & 
Landa. Being hailed as 'the 

Eastern secrets', they have taken 
the dance world by storm, and 
with upcoming releases on Pitch 
Black, Plastica, and Pipeline. 
'Faza' is a dark and groovy piece 
that wiU take control of your 
senses and leave you breathless. 
The sophisticated drum patterns 
and twisted effects faU right 
into place. The flip side offers a 
remix that is being hammered 
by the few who have it; an 
intense build up leads to an 
orgasmic breakdown wiU leave 
you gasping for air. The remix is 
definitely not for the weak 
hearted. Put it on and see what 
we're talking about. F@#$ing 
large! 9/10 (Michael Bertolli) 

Pappa & Gilbey "Void" (Twilo) 
Barry Gilbey is becoming (with
outa doubt) one of the best 
producers around. Whichever 
moniker he uses (Hyperion, 
Prototype, Mara, Jarrod & 
Gilbey), he always seems come 
up with some of the best pro
duction work around. With 
'Void; his &Anthony's original 
mix is tough tech-house with a 
progressive edge to it. Layers of 
percussion &dark stabs are sup
ported by a minimal melody 
that kicks in after the break 
leading it into the finale. On the 
flip, the Young American 
Primatives remix goes even 
tougher using a wobbly bassline 
and raging percussion fills. A 
solid release for Twilo with 2 
brilliant mixes to choose from. 
Outstanding! - 9/10 (Adam 
Nathan) 

HOUSE
 
VINYL
 

Manaca, Chus & Ceballos - The 
Strong Rhythm (Moody) 



Uln"L.mIHTape~.(D~ (ODTlDUeD ecol 
Attention Progressive DJs and those who 
like dark and heavy House! Being 
awhile since Moody has turned my ear, 
this release is one that will grab the ear 
of many. Along the lines of Peace 
Division, but much more pumping the 
"Original Stereo Mix" will have a the late 
night crowds begging for more. Heavy 
drops and the dark vocal (dub) will set 
the stage for just that. The flip "Urban 
Tribes Remix" offers a more traditional 
tribal mix which is less exciting then the 
original, but may still appeal to some. 
Definitely check out this one on 
Chicago's Moody or see www.mixconnec
tion.com for more, 8.5/10 (Isaac S) 

J&S Productions - Te Quiero (Maya) 
The latest from Maya will continue to 
please if the sound of past releases was 
for you. Joeski's own project, Maya, is 
now up to its fifth release. Te Quiero 
being the fifth continues on the rolling 
percussion/Latin tip offering some ener
gy driven builds and a hell lot of shake. 
As previously reviewed, Maya #4 offered 
some musical bliss with some vocals from 

a mysterious Spanish goddess and to my 
delight , she is back. This time with 
some moaning Spanish vocal dub to cre
ate a sexy vibe, the dirtiness is added 
too by some happy, lightly muffled 
Samba that will get any House-loving 
crowd to move. If you want to keep the 
summer hotness around a little longer 
this chilly fall, make sure you keep your 
eyes peeled for this upcoming release on 
Maya! 8/10 (Isaac S) 

Jay-J & Chris Lum - From the Crate 
(Siesta) 
Some names that have been popping up 
quite a lot lately, Jay-J & Chris Lum are 
set to be Siesta's next upcoming release. 
Fulfilling the Siesta "percussion" require
ment, the dual sample some disco that 

. has actually been used many times. 
Nonetheless, "From the Crate" offers a 
newer, up-to-date version and plenty of 
rolling percussion with all the energy 
you need to keep a party moving. The 
flip'side offers a deep cut witha low and 
heavy bassline, as well as, some sax for 
good measure. Siesta appears to be aim-

ir.g for a slightly different sound while 
still maintaining the rolling percussion 
and funk . Not sure I'm overall impressed 
by the new sound search but perhaps 
you may be. "From the Crate" is due 
out on label this month. 6/10 (Isaac S) 

Green Velvet - La La Land (Music Man) 
Well here's my two cents on the record 
that has had months of hype, being 
released for all at the end of this past 
August. Green Velvet, the legend, the 
entertainer, the madman, is back for 
another hit . It's "something about those 
little pills, unreal, the thrills , they yield, 
until they kill a million brain cells". 
Yep, you've probably heard it already. 
Amazing how this record really should 
not fit into many different DJ sets, yet, 
it will be.in there regardless. Not many 
records/producers are able to achieve 
that. Unique. Catchy. Anthem 10/10 
(Isaac S) 

Eddie Amador - Mochico 3 Remixes 
(Mochico) 
The infamous Eddie Amador gets remixed 

and this time by Los Angeles' David 
Alvarado and none other than Toronto's 
own DJ Evil P. Evil P, well known from 
his ever-so-popular Bang residency at 
System Soundbar, offers aremix that 
sounds much like something you would 
hear at Bang. Dark, effected and 
delayed sounds overtop a rolling drum 
loop making use 'of the original cut's 
vocal in echoed snippets. Spacey effect 
builds will get the fists pumping. A 
great remix of the original track that 
will appeal to any H-Foundation, Siesta, 
and Tango lovers out there. This is the 
mix if a late night crowd pleaser is need
ed! DavidAlvarado, one of Eddie's good 
friends out of LA, offers a deeper style 
remix. The remix is still pumping but 
also has one of those loops that puts 
you in a trance . A brilliant cut on it 's 
own, however, the original vocal sounds 
off with it. Hopefully I can get my 
hands on a version of David Alvarado's 
mix that doesn't have the vocal samples 
on it. That's me being picky thou. An 
excellent remix project that should be 
out in stores next month. 9/10 (Isaac 

1+it LOR.P \5 C.OM!Ne.. TO 
$7. MIk:£'S, NEXT SA1V~DAlj.' 
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Sombionx - The Sombionx EP 
(Doubledown) 
A fresh new release from the 
Doubledown label, Sombionx is a 
name that's new to me. 
Regardless, the record is defi
nitely funky and slightly differ
ent then what we are used to 
from Doubledown. Using funky 
samples and loops all the way 
through; my only complaint is 
that the two cuts don't really go 
anywhere. The first cut""Newt" 
seems like the same groove is 
carried all the way through with 

just three breaks to change up 
the pace. "Caramel" on the flip 
side does build somewhat and 
take you on a journey, just not 
an overly exciting one. Not one 
of Doubledown's better releases 
to-date but still worth a listen. 
Out now in stores! 6.5/10 (Isaac 
S) 

MIXED CDS:
 
Shift: Housefucker- Toronto 
70 minutes 
Driving would be the word to 
sum up the hard house brought 

by Dj Shift. The tracks build and 
build with relentless energy and 
the mixing is tight. There are 
some pretty antherny tracks here 
and there but overall the mix 
has a mean feel. I like the end 
of the disc the best where he 
takes the bpm down a notch to 
let the real power of the tracks 
come through. Definitely recom
mended if you like hard house. 
(David Lewis) 
Contact: matt@djshift.com 

Alchemy: In Motion- Toronto 
75 minutes 
Alchemy brings us some aggres

sive progressive house/trance in 
this mix. I recognise most of 
these tracks from last year or 
two- which makes this mix 
sound a bit like a best-of compi
lation. However, the mixing is 
superb- he lets the tracks 
breathe, but doesn't leave too 
much space inbetween. It's also 
programmed well- moving in and 
out of the different styles of the 
genre leaving the listener satis
fied. (David Lewis) 
Contact: 
alchemy@2ammusic .com 

Navigator: Crazy New Jack 
What's the Dilly Slam- Toronto 
70 minutes 
Well 35 tracks in 70 minutes 
isn't unusual if you spin crazy 
hard-ass house. It's pretty stan
dard fare for the genre, and 
engineered to keep the flow. The 
tracks are unrelenting and 
homogeneous- making this mix 
more suited to existing fans of 
the genre than drawing in new 
ones. I really like the mixing
he has the melody timing down 
to a science. If you like your 
kickdrum to kick your ass then 
definitely keep an ear open for 
Navigator. (David Lewis) 

Hubbz: Juiced - Toronto- 70 
minutes 
Something different here from 
DJ Hubbz- Downtempo and clas
sic funk/breaks that you can't 
help but love. Parliament, Boozy 
& Swan, even a lounge version 
of Frank Sinatra's "witchcraft" 
keep this mix bumpin'- a track
list would have been nice. 
though! I liked how th e t racks 
were mixed- longer when need
ed; and cut quicker for effect. I 
think there should be more DJ's 
that play with a genre and pro
duce a quality mix. Hubbz is 
bringing some flava to the table. 
(David Lewis) Contact: djhub
bz@djhubbz.com 

MIXED
 
TAPES
 

James Cook: Child's Play 
Toronto - 90 minutes 
James serves up a flurry of 
house from all angles on this 

wicked tape that touches on 
many styles. He makes it work 
on three turntables and gets 
deep deep deep with funky, 
jazzy, and tribal flavours- the 
strength lying in the more mini
mal tracks as they suit his style 
of mixing better. I do wish he 
had replaced some of the bigger 
tunes on here with some more 
original selection, but I definite
ly hope to hear him live soon. 
(David Lewis) 
Contact: djjamescook@hot
mail.com 

Metrognome: Repetitions 
Repeat- 60 minutes 
This tape reminds me a lot of 
the Colour Series tapes from 
Kenny Glasgow about a year ago. 
Wicked techno with a hard edge 
but always percussively engag
ing. The mixing is good- some 
of the cutting back andforth is 
a little off at times, but it's not 
unbearable. I'm glad there's 
another techno dj spinning the 
deeper stuff that is still fit for 
the dancefloor. Good job. (David 
Lewis) 

CD of the . 
MONTH 

Llorica - New Comer (F 
Communications) 
Super slick Latin flavoured 
house music from the people 
who discovered St. Germain. This 
CD instantly goes onto our short 
list of best CDs of the year. 
Sophisticated vocal elements 
combine with almost tropical 
jazzy instrumentation to create 
a superb CD that is 'sure to 
please. Well crafted, superb, 
grown up beats. (Alex D.) 0 
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